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 suMMARY
     As a new proto]"rtic po]"rpeptide capable of forming B-structure
in apneous media, Po]"r-S-carboryethyl-Feysteine, a higher side-
chain homologue of poly-S-carioo)"rmethyl-L-cysteine, has been prepared
from po]y-S-carbobenzo)"rethyl--recysteine sAEtth hydrpgen brondde in
ehlorcform or acetic acid. [[he Polymer is found to be in thKB --structure
of ari antipar,allel armangement ef pol"rpeptide chains in soMd fi Lrms,
both in acid and salt fonns, when examined by infrared measuremep'ts.
Aqueous solutions of the polymer have been iuvestigated by measurerrpnts
of opticaL rctatory dispersion and circuLar, diehroism as well as by
                                                             'infrared spectra in D20. Ihese prcperties show sharp changes around.
                                                            '•pH• 5.5, as the pH of solution is varied. At higher icmization or
higher pH the poLymer is random]y eoiied, but at lower ionization
it is in the B-structure, The B-structure is characterized by a
                        '
                                                        enegative eircular dichroie band at 223 rnp and a positive dlcl}rgc
band at a wavelength lower than 200 mp, and by a peak around 2iO iTpi
in the rotatery dispersion curve, and furvcher by a negative bo vaive
'b t4QOe
     Potentiornetrtc titration curves have been deternined for aqueous
solutions of the po]ymer which is subJeet to the B-eoil transition
by the ehange Qf pH. ReversibiUty and tirne dependence of titration
eurves are examined by dirserent methods, in order to estabUsh the
conditions for obtaining equiMbrtum titration cur,ves. [[he B-coil
transition is manifest at sorne regtan on the equlUbrtum titration
                                                       'curve, if pH - leg (ovtl-a) is plotted agatnst a. For an assmed pKo,
                                                            +.
                             '
                         -(i)-
v
valee, 4.0, the ncn-electrostatie free energy change for the B-coii
transitien is evalue.ted Åírom the extrapolation of cioser"red titration
eur.ves and is found to depend on ionie strength and potymer concentraticn.
Generalty, che non-electrostatic free energy change for the B-eoil
transition is rnuch higher than that for the h.eUx--eal1 transition.
![he Hendersoa-Hasselbach plot of the titration cur've yields clearer
distinctian between 3-strueture and random coil, and pemits to estimate
th,e ccntent of 6-structure at a gtven pH. 1"rom the dependenee of the
B--content ou bDth i(mie strength and potymer coneentration, it is concluded
that at a gtven degree of ionizatien B-strveture is more stabilimed if
ionic strength and polymer c{moentratian are higher. [[hLs eonelusion is
smpported by the dependence of the optlcal rotatory proper.ties on ienic
                                               i
strength and potymer concentration. The dependence on potymer conoentratSon
rmey be attributed to the formation of intermolecular B-structure in
solutians. CorrparTLson of B-eentent wich eireular dichralsrn rnE)asurements
leaas to a value of about -iO,OOO for [e]223 for pure B-structure.
    Precipitation whicin oeeurs at low lonizaticms and, espeeia].]y,
at high ionie strengths does not reveal arty discantinuoms ehangp en the
titration cunve.
                                                         '
    It is atso eoncluded that the preofpitaticm takes place at a eertatn
stage of tine B-coil transition rather than at the stagp when the
transitian to B-structure is carrpleted,
   L
                            -(ii)-
     Counter ion activity of po]y-S-carborvethyi-L-cysteine
heutralined to various degpees with sodium hydroxtce is measured in
salt-Åíree aclueous soiutions, using a Na--glass electix)de. Activity
eceffieient of sodium counter ion for B--structure is considerably
smaller than that for random eoil, if compared at the same degrees
of neutralLzation. the effect oe conformaticmaX chango on the activiby
ccefficient of eounter ion becomes obscured as polymer eoncentration
.decreases. Ihe dependence of the activity eoeffieient on po]"rrrpr
eancentratiQn is different for dlfferent conformations. (tn increasing
polyrner concentration, the aetivity eoefticient ot counter ion
decreases fer random coil whereas it incxreases for B-structure. For
'B-Structure it is cancluded that the activity coefficient of counter
ion is almost independent of the degree of neutratLzation. !this
particular behavior rnay be a characteristic feature of B-structure.
     Counter ion activLty in salt-f)7ee polyelectrolyte solution is
atso evaLuated from the data of potentiornetnlc titration. 7he coinci-
denee of the results obtained thfom twe (Ufrerent rrpthods is good for
the case of random coii state. This eoincidence irrpMes that the
additivity ruie holds for the rundom eoil of the present pol"mpr in
its approxtmate sense.
                        '
     !ihe effect of precipitation on the titratien behavior is not
observed in the present investigations. this behavior seems an
extraordinaxrsr one and is expected to afford a characteristic feature
ot B-strueture. This and other characterdstic tXeatures derived
                        -(iii)'"
from present investigations are usend int'ormations when we construct
a model for B-str,ueture in solution. However it is rather difticult
to earry out this atterrpt at the present stage of our, knowledge.
As a preliJrrinary attempt, the effect of precipitation on the titration
behavior is treated in a systematic marmer.in the mework of thePiirDCtynaniics.
A reczuirement for the thermodynatrrLc prpperties of the system is derived
for the ease that the effaect of precipitation is not observed.
-<Sv)-
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,7[grmaRgys2yggzptre!!.trodut Part.
s of the Studies of -Structure in S thetie Po amino AcidsV
Z. Models for -Structure.
     Durdng 1951-1953, PauMng and Cbrey prpposed several mode]s for
possible three dirnensionai strueture of po]ypeptides. Ihe essential
fe,atLxre of their works resi(ied in that their models were based an bY
now qiiite rdgid stereochemical rest'rd'eticms which had been estabUshed
tm cheir extensSve studles cm sSinple peptides and amino acids.t'
                                                          '
                                                 ua •Arneng their mode]s the B-fitrueture was also theluded.
     rn their model, B-structure ccnsists of near]y extended poly-
                      epeptide chains joined togmther side by side thrcugh peptide hydrogen
bonds. So in B-strueture po]ypeptide chains form a two dlinensional
pleated sheet and bulky sicic ehains stiCk out alternate]y mpward and
dcrmward near,]y normal to the piane of sheet.
e 71he ecmpZete and extensive review of the coriformaticnal studies
on polypeptides is, of course, beyond the scepe of this dlssertation.
Here we eonfine ourselves only to the B-structure of hctnopoiypeptides.
Proteins and other struetures of synthetic polypeptides(ct-heUx
and other heMeal structures ir;cluding poly--L.prc]ine r and Zr
and po3"rglycine rl) as well as synthetic cepoZypepti(ios are
drdtted thoroughty. Ctnceming these subjects many exceiient
                    1-3reutews are available.
tt.(1)-
At this stage, two different types of arrangement are possible whether
adjacent chains are parallel or antipara11el. Both pleated sheets
thus fomed rnay interaet further with one another, dwe to van der
Waals force between side chains of different sheets, and form a three
dimensional aggrNegate. the dimensions prxrp.osed by Pau]ing and Corey
                 5•are the ib11cmbigs.
     Alcng the polypeptide eliain, two residues are invoived in one
repeat. Ihe distance or repeat is 6.50 A and 7.00 A for paralZell and
antiparatlel am7angoment respeetively. bsuaily y axis is taken paraliei
to this direction. Zn tihe plane of sheet, x axis is taken to be .
perpendieular to y axis. C[he distanee or repeat aLcmg this dlrection
is' 4.85 A and 9.50 A for paraUel and antipar,allel arr,angernent respectively.
Sinee t'w'o residues are inve1ved in one repeat in the iatter case, the
separatian beccmes about twice of the forrner. [[he direction ef hy(im)gen
bend is near,ly paratiel te x axis. !Ehe remaining z axis is perpendiculm?
to the p2ane of pleated sheet. Ihe direction of side chains (more
precisely, the directien of Cct-CB bond) is nearty parallel to this
axis. The distance of repeat is dependent on the size of side chains.
E[he sehematic representations of these two pleated sheets are gtven in ELg. 1.
     Aside itm these pleated sheets,fully extended eontigu2bation is
also possible if side chatns are sbert enougl) not to brdng the sterdc
hindrance between them in adjaeent chatns. Zn this strvucture, the
distance of repeat alcutgy axis is 7.23 A6, and side chains are tnted
by about suO tm the normai to the pZane of sheet. Ibvo dirrensional
sheet fomed in this case is no longor pleated but is aplane, and
  .li
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   (PiM,,2,t'hs c)t,,,,<. Gg-L2(Is, {9s-s)
Mg. Z. [two pleated sheets composed of Ir-arTitno acid residves
with (a) antiparallel and (b) parallel chaini a2n?angements•
( [[his figure is proviced by coutesy of Etn, S.llceda•)
all peptide groxps beecme cepiat)ar foraring a plane of sheet. Ftr'crn the
eonsideration of linearity of hydrogen bcnd, antiparaliei an?angoment
is more favored in this fully extended coni:guraVion. !Ihis structure
has been assigned to Nylon 669, but its extstence in synthetic poly-
             samino aelds have not been reported so far'.'
                            4
  '
2. ClassiÅítcation of B--structure.
     ss mentioned in the preceding sectien, we notice that there
are two types of B--structure,parallel or antiparallel mement.
:n addition we have two more categories to classify B-structure.
     The tirst ene ardses only when we examine the ortented speciTren
such as ortented rt]ms or tibers in X-ray diffraction stucMes or
irift,ared measu2rments. rn such a case, the dlreetion of po]ypeptide
chains relative to the direetion of ortentation(fiber axis) is one of
the characteristies of the B-strueture. Zf po]ypeptide chains are
paraliel to rtber axis, it is designated as para11ei-B , whereas if
perpendicular,, it is satd to be cross--B.
     The second category resides in the peint whether the adjaoent
                                            {
ehains in a pieated sheet belcng to the sarre polyrrrer molecule or not.
[[here is a possibility that a polypeptide chatn may transversely iblded
and fonn its cwn pleated sheet with antiparullel arr,angprnenb. [[his
small pleated sheet is a polyrner moieeule itself. N)ese smaLl pieated
sheets assoedate whth each other by hy(in)gen bonds fomed intermolecularly
between edges and thus form a iarge pieated sheet. Moreover, staeking
gf sheets may deveiep a three cMmensional aggregate. Ihe B-str,ucture
                           -(3)-
thus fomed is a]rnost indisting'ulshable from that previously descrdbed.
However, the smali pleated sheets are formed intramolecular'ly, this
type of B-structure is called as intramolecular, B-structure. It should
be noted that everi in the intramoiecular B, interfnolecuLar assoedation
both in two and three dirTEnsianal ways are .essentiaL to produee B-structure.
     Frern the discussion of this section, it is elear that we must
speelfy' two or three( in the case of ortented specimEm) texns to
describe B-structure in eonsistent way.
3. rrbnental detection of' B--strueture.
     Evidenee for the presenoe of B-structure has been chief]y made
wiPh X-ray diffraction studies and irifrnred measurements. Measurements
of eptical rotatory prqperties atso afford vaiuabie infomations
about the cQnformations of po]"rpeptides. However, the relations between
the observed quantities in rvtatory prvperties and ecnformations are
not so satisfaetory as the former two techniqves."This is espeedalty tme
in the theoretical aspect, in the case of a-helix,hcmever, such relations
have been tiruly established experirnentalty. Contrai y to this, e)tpertJnentai
establishment of such relations has been a main purpose in the study
of B--strueture.
              '(a) X-ray dlffractiGn study.
     [[he irrpert ant features in the diffh7aetien pattern needed for
the assigrment of B-structure are foiicndng spacings. 4.7-4.9 A;
t[his sPacing eorresponds to the distance of repeat or pseudorepeat
along x axis. 32-3.5 A; lhis spaeing comesponds to psendorepeat
alcng y axis. 1.0-1.2 A; !!his spacing ar!tses beeause there is a
                           -(4)-
strcyig pseudorepeat in one-sixth' of the two residve period aLcng
y axis. The rernaining spacing is side ehain spacing, imich is very
strong but varies with the siue of side chains.
     With a uni-directionaZty ordented specirnane of the rtber axis
parallei to the meridiari axis of diffraetion pattern, spaeings of
3.2-•3.5 A and 1.0-1.2 A are observved on the merldian, whereas other
two spaeings are abserved on the equator, if parallei-B is to be the
case. Zn the case of cross-B these relati(ms are reversed.
     Ilius X-rvay 'diffraction methbd is useful to detect B-structure
and ftu'ther to determine whether gparaiiel" or geross". However, the
distinetiOn between parullei and antiparallel arrangement is very
dlffieulg sinee seatterdng powers are sirnilar for the un:ike ehains
in the latter case. therefore, this distinetion has been suggested
tridettinttely tm the exanrtnation of the repeat ateng y axis, which is
diffbrent in two ar,mmg;ements aeeording to Pau]ing--•Corey's prpposai.
(b)wwZrifvdt .
     At eax'liet stage of the confomational studies of polypeptides,
infrared measurements were rnade Sn paraliel ndth X-ray diffraetian on
the same santpies. Iri this way structural fbatures becanE more elear]y
eiucidated and va]tdities of preposed modeXs were examined more deÅí;nitely
when e(mtpared with the mere use of either technique. ![his way of investigation
further provided the correspondence between chain eontormatiens and the•
eharaeterdstic abporption bands of peptide grt)up. Ihis was worked out
by the CourttauLds gromp especially by EiUotV.Z lhe frequeneie$ of
amide z and zz eomesponding to various confomaticns are as tbnows(in eni-i):
                                '
                            -(5)-
 amide I 1652-1657(a-helix) l62&1632(B-structure) 166i-1665(random coil)
amide rl 1545--1551(a-heUx) i521-l526(B--strueture) 1539-1551(random coil)
tm these tigures one will notlce that this technique is espeelally
suitabie for the study of Sstructure.
     M attqmpt to gtve a theoretical sgrvunq to this eorrespondence
was .made by rv!iyazawa9'9 He eonsidered that in the case of arrrtde I and zl,
the vibrational motions were rather iocaMzed, in each peptide gromp.
In these ctrcumstances, the effect that these oscl11ators are eonfimed in
a regular manner ntthin a po]"rrner chaln or in a pleated sheet ean be
treated by perturbation. ![his treatment leads to the spMtting of
absorptian bands anaLogous to the exalton spMtting in eleetrcnic transitions
in a moieeuLar assemb]"T. the new levels created by perttu2rbation are
ehar"acte.vv.S.zed with the differenees in phase between adjacent gromps
aicutg y axis(6) and aLcmg x axis(6'). So any of these new ievets is
eharaeterized ntth its iteczuency v(6,6'). With the aid of selection ruLelO,
the numbers of iridr)?ared active bands ordgpmating ttm each unperturbed
band are two for parallel and three for antiparallel artr,angement. these
bands am vy(O,O) and vx-z(vr,O) for par'allel arr,ang;ement, and vx(T,O),
Vy(O,rr) and vz(",T) for antiparaliei arrangement. Subseripts represent
the polarization of band in neroth order. dnder the approximation of the
nearest neighbor,interaction and the asstmption of identical tnberaction
energy for both chain arrangement, these rtve bands can be spealfied
              'with three pamters. Zn the case of amide :, vx.z(n,O) and vx(T,O)
are the strongost bands for each ari,angement, since the transition
mment is near]"r paxellel to x axis, and moreover khey must be equal
under these ctrcunstances deserdbed above. So observved band around
                            -(6)-
1630 cmi-1 is naturaL]y assigned to either ot them. Ihe unperturbed
freqmency, vo, may be taken firm the data for randorn cal1. The 1ast
eondition for the specification is taken fmm the data for Nyion 66,
in whieh the iriteractian along y axis is negMgible and thus the differ.
enee of the observed ftrequeney frvm vo is considered to represent only
the interaction alcng x axis. With these three ecnditions the freqvencies
of ti-he remaining four bands beccrme calculabie.
                                             '
     In this way the presence of an additional weak band with polqiLzation
para12el to y axis in either am?angement was coneluded by Miyazawa. the
freqvency was calculated to be l685 cm'1 and 1645 an-i for antiparallel
L
and paralJel arrengement respectively.
     Cn the other hand, a band near i690 an-i was reported with B-
structure but its assigyment had not been established.
     Since ibpeqwency,intensity and polarization were in good agreement
between the 6bservved and caleulated bands, the band near 1690 cm-1 was
assigned by Miyazawa to the amide T vy(O,r) ccfrtpanent of the antiparallel
mament.
     By vir'tue of contributions inade by EIUott and Miyazawa, infrered
measurements have bec(me a pcmertul too1 for the dfetection and exami•-
nation of B-stxucture without cctrtplementary inforrnation frcm X--ray
diffraction. Ohis techniqwe also enables us to deternine whether
tparalZelt or "creSs:!•':••if]imth7ared diehroism is observed with oriented
Åíiirns. Moreover the (ieterntnation of chain arrungpment can be rnade in
                                 'more deimtte marmer.
                                 '
                           '
     With respeet to praetieal appMeations, iriStrEred measurements have
some advantagps. Iior instance, this tecinniqve is appUeable to the
            '
                     '
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stndies of soluticm phase. [this takes an irrporvtant role in c(mnecting
the inforrnations abtained in both phases, solid and solution.
     To eonclude this seetion, it is worvth while te point out that
every B-po]"rpeptide so far exarnined shows the band near 16gO cm'1.
[[herefore we have no exarrple of B-structure.with parallei chain
                                                           24an?angernent as yet, so long as Judgpd tm infrEred measurernents.
(c) Qptical rctatory p2rcperties.
     Polypeptides have an asyntnetrtc structme with long range o)rKicr
when they are in reguiar conformations. [[his asymtry produces a new
contribulion to the eptical rotatory power of the strueture aside trDm
the intrinsie one inherent to asymmetrdc or-earl)on atom of each residue.
   . Moffitt and Yang have proposed a famous equation for aria]"rsis of the
optitmbt!{IPipersianofpoLypeptides.iiThisMoffx.ttiyangequationiswritten
as foliows. •     [m'] = illg .2i, ["] = l;.IS,Og"!i,l?}i;?';:!'ft}S4i,g, (i)
Here notations are; •
[m']; residue rctation,[or];speciÅíic rotation,M.; moieeular' weight per
residue or residual weight, n; reimctive iridex of solvent, A; wave
length in m}i, and Ao,a., and bo; pmeters detenr!iiable ftvm dispersion data.
Ihe paraneter bo has been estabttshed experirnentalty to be conforrnation
dependent in the ct-heUx, whereas ao depends on confbrmationrsSide ehain,
and solvent.
    At the same time of the prqposal of the equation, Mofrttt also gave
a theoretieai basis for the equation.12 Qne of his results, the sputting
of absorption band in helical strueture, has been prcved expertimental]"r.l3,14
However, later worics ]revealed that his theory eonoerning eptical aetivity
                            -(8)-
 was incorrrect and insut'Åítcient with soire respeets. Qne of them is the
                                                           15
 use of inadequate procedme to evaiuate the rctatior}al strength.
                                                             A
 general expression has been given and discmssed'by [Iinoco ixi this respeet.i6
ttl
J)"iother'one is the negiect of the eontptbution frcmi n-•Ttt transition.
                                    17
                                      , and they were successi'ui toThis was treated by Schellman and Oriel
 gt.ve a ]reasonable conclusion.
      [n the case of' B-structure, Moffitt-Yang equation has been shown to
 hold for this eonforrnatiop. experirrentaLly. However the interpretation of
                                                            '
             '
 bo or its eorrelation with several types of B-strueture described
 earuer is not successfui. scmR theoretical studieg have been rnadel&21
 5hese results are not consistent with each other, except for that in
 the.ease of antipar,aliel amrnent there are virtually two diehroic
 barids experimentally accessibie,one is negative located near 220 mp,
 dve to n-oree transition, and another one is positive and iarger than the
rormer iri magnituce, located at a sortewhat shorter wave length than
       i8,19
 200 mp.
 4. Sunnary of the studles in solid state.
     Conformationai stvudies of synthetie po]"rpeptides in solid state
have shcwn that the conÅíonnatian of a po]"rpeptide is determined rather
severely by its intrdnsic prpperties, such as chain length and kind of
     hamine acid of whiCh they are emposed. thomp'scsne exceptions have been
reported against the gonerauzation of mus statementl3,23 in such
exarrples conditions for preparaticm of soMd sanples are shown to affiect
the confomations.
                           -(9)-
     Short chaln poly-y-benay1-L-glutamate was ttirst]"r shown to be in
           42
 B-strvuct ure ,
             whereas hlgh rnolecular, weight santples of the potwer
have been known as a representative of a-helix. rt has been eonsidered
that B-structure is the most stable conformation :in arty short chain
po]ypeptide, except for that of proMne. Ihis arises because a-heMx •
bec,cmes less stable if ehaln Zength is decreased , since ct-heMx has
eight unbonded sites empabie of hydrogen bonding at its ends. ![hus short
6hain polypeptides forrn a grcmp in which B-strueture is the mest
stabie conformation.
     ![he relatien between confomati(ms and kinds of amino acid residve
has been estab]ished.22 Fouovaing anrino acids are repo]fted ag(B --forrning
opes. ")ese are Fva]ine,L-isoieucine,ILr-serdne,rr-cysteine,I)-threcnine,
and I)-aZlothreonine and their derivatives. Ihe Åítrst two arnino acids are
charaeterized with the disubstitution by alkyi gromps on the B-cart)on
atom. ![he remaining andno acids have, in ecrmon, a heterv atom, orygen
or suLfin?, attached to the 3-carbon atom. Sinee the po]"rpeptides ccxxposed
of ane of these arnino acids are always in B-structure im7espective of their
chain lengrttEs the preference of this partticuiar conforrnation is smppbsed
to be due to intmhsie prDperties inherent to these amino aeids.
           S![hese intmbidie preperties have not been elucidated as yet, but in
the case of vaMne or isole'ucine) it is most Uke]y that steric hindrunee
     idve to side chain causes imfavereble eondition for the forrnation of
a-heUx. [[he exeepticms to this gromp are poly-S-benaylthio-)L-cysteine,
wntch has been reported to be th ct"heuxe5 and pol"r-s-earbobenmoxy-
bcysteine form rz.26 . ' ..
                          ttt t
                             •-•(10)"
    sside from these two gromps, one is of short chain and another
is of intrinsie nature, there are scme examples.which have been reported
                                        ito be in B-str'ueture. Ihese are polyglycine Z , B-strueture of poty-
L-alaninei , of po]y-•L-]ysinei3,and of po]"r-B-n-prppyi-iLeaspar'tate27,
                     28
                               29
                                                    . C[hese       , and poly-tslysine hydrKina]tdesodtun poly-leglutamate
examples fom a tntrd grompe
    To coneiude this seetion, it should betmentioned that the most
stabie canfo mation of a po]ypeptide in soUd state shouid not be,
censidered as that for an isolated chain. !Ehe most stable conforrnation
in soUd state is deterndned by interactions between chains as weil
as intmachainimteractions.
    A ]ist of mater!tals so far' reportted is gtven in the followings.
-ai)-
Mst of rnaterdats so far reported on which investigations in solid
 state have been rnade.
Poty-Zj-aLanine; Zee
'•r
Po]y-&n-prcrpyl--baspatate; 27ee
 Po]"r-S-benzyl-Zt--cystetne; 22 and 57N
Poly-S-carbobenzory-lecysteine; 26ee
Poly-S-carbobenzoxynethyi-lecysteine; so and 31
 Poly6-carbobenzo)tyethyl-Fcysteine; this dissertation
Poly-S-cart)oxymethyl-tscysteine; se
Poly6-carboxyetby1-bcysteine and its sedirm salt; this dissertation
Poty6-methyi-bcysteine; 22
 Sodiun poty-leglutEmate; 28
Polyglyeine Z; IW
 Poly--bisoleuclne; 33
P oly-b lysine ; 13
Po]y-b]ysine bydrnhadde; 29,34sc
 Poly-•L-serdne; 35sc and se
Po ]y-O•-acety l...-Fse r!ine ; se sc , 37 sc , and 38
Poly-O-•benzyi-L-selicene; 35ce and k5
                                                    ''Poty -aaeetyi-tsthrecmine and PolyUO-acetyi--atiothrecnine; ss
 '
                                    'Poty-bva]ine; 22,41, and "Oce '
Poly-"-benay1-bglutamate; 27,42, and 43.
tt Results of X-rey diffraetion studies are gtven.
.(ve).
5• s9!!I!gQgz-g{.y]g-sl!3igl!g{}-IgLEg,Ly!2EEg!2:.fthStdisinS1ti
     9L)S8Z!3glL9E-ULY!ElalU9-S29-l!n!Ei=-S .tdieinOaniSlt
      Studies of B-structure in solution have been made ccrmianly in
onganic solvents. Moreover, sultable solvents for this ccnformation
are so few that binary solvent systems have.been employed, in which
one- ccuttponent is a polar one (dichloroacetic acid(DCA) and trifluorD-
acetic aeid are of c(mmon use) whereas another one is a less polar
solvent threely miseible ntth the fomer (msually chloroform or etbylene
dic,hioride is choosen for this purpose). Tn these cases, the B-random
coil transitions have been investigated wlth the chango in ccn!position
of binary solvent systems.
a)-i.Etllgz!--gt}gll}2sii!MÅ}!2gnz!zlL:kgsgig!!}g!2gglglLE!.:hortChaunPiybenzyiiriutamate(pBrc)42-4q
      [[1)e first report of the extstenee of B-strueture in solution was
made with this exarrple.ij2 [[he extensive study by Wada et ai. showed
that B-structure in dioxane or ethylene dichloride was enhanced with
                                   44increasing the polymer concentration.
                                  Quantit tive study by rneans of
inf)?ared measurements rnade it possible to evaluate the Åíraeticn of this
conformation. Moreover,the valwes of dispersion paraheters in Mofrttt-•
Yang equation could be obtalned for pure B-structure. 5hese results
are a6B L' s4oo and b.B = 42oo respeetively.
a)-2• berivatives of serfineP,se,38,45
      Acetyl and benzyl derivatives have been investigated extensivelcy.
                                                       '[n both cases, mixed solvent system,DCA-an13, was employed. With de-'i•
creasing the voime fraction of DCA, these polypeptides were shown to
undergo randarn eoil- B trmsitions.
           • --(15)""
se,"5
Wtth this confonnational chango, a. was shown to increase Zargely.
However, the behavior of b. was dtfferent in two ceses. With the forrnaticM
of B-structure, bo increased (about 2000) , as in the ease of short
                                               qs
ehain PB]G, in the case of po]y--O-benay1--rr-serine.
                                                  Cn the other
hand, b. increased slightly ntth the forcvation of B-structure of poly-
                            36.()--acetyl--ILrserdne (about 60e).
                               Further discrepancy was reported that
in spite of the substantially equal intr!insic' viscosities in DCA of
both polymers, 'intera-B' was assigned to the fomer, whereas 'intra-3'
was, suggested to the latter. Both eonclusions were dr,awn Åírom the
concenttation dependenoe of opticai rotation or irifl?ared absorption.
a•)'-3• Derdvatives of steine.so,31,lt1,46,47)g7 . •
. • Cnty one exanrple,poly--S--earbobenzoxymethyl-rrteysteine,has been
exarrined extensiveiy.30'3i'46 rhe iarge increase of ae and either
srnaU dn'•crease or no change of bo have been repo.r,ted with the forrnation
of B--str,ucture. However, the changes in intnlnsic viscosity accmpany-
in6r the transition were in qpposite direction between our study30 and
other two irivestigati(ms.3i'46 Moreover, 'interu3' was suggested by
us f)7om the eoncentration dependences of both optical rotation and
inf)?ared absorption. Contrary to this, 'intra-B' was assigned by
Anuf)?ieva et al., fZrom the detenni.nation of molecular weight by light
scatterdng.3i soivent systems errpio.ved were different in these two
cases, DCA-erIC13 was used in oum study,whereas DCA-C2HgCL2 or TFA(tri-
fluoroacetic acid)-C2H4LC12 was emplyed by Anuf27ieva et aJ. [ntrrlnsic
viscosity iri DCA,which is smpposed to represent molecular weight, was
O.ZO for our sample ,which was considerabiy sntu Ler than that employed
by the Xatter investigators(O.25).
           '
  '
             '
                            -- ag) -
[n the case of thLs polypeptide,• it is most M.kely that different B-
structure arise 1bom the difference in moleeuLar weight.
                                           soa)-4.waPo]"rO- tlbthreonineandItsXsomers.
      Poly--O-acetyl-Zr-threonine has been shown to be soluble in pyrddine
and 2-ehlorDethanol in addition to polar solvents such as DCA and TI"A.
[[he conformation of this po]"rpeptide in pyrtdine has been constrmed
to be 'intra-B'. [ncrease of intrdnsic viseosity in pyridine than that
in DCA suggested that intermoleeuLa2? association occured substant;,alZy.
[[Xeo other solvent systems,2--chloroethanol-diehlonmthane and DCA"
   '
caC13, were employed for fur.ther studies. [n both solvent systems,
with decrease in the content of polar c(mlponent, the formation of 3--
structure oecuns acccmtpar)ying a eonsiderable increase of ao. [[he be--
havior of bo is somewhat different in these two solvent systems. Zn •the
    Afo]mver solvent system, bo remains alrnost constant,whereas it slight]"r
increases iriEhe zatter solvent system (about 8oO). The verifLcations
                 'of 'intra-B' for three cases have been rnade with the concentration
                                        '
                         '
                                                      'dependence of optical rotation.
     Simlar results have been obtained for the following iscmers,
po]"r-O-acetyl---allothrecnine ,poly-ptaeetyl-D-threonine ,atid poly-o-•
acetyl--D-aUothreonine .
    xb)ESI!IggE!sg-EL!}.esl!lggyE-sp-El,g!}{2.:.tdiesinA uSSlti
     Stndies of B-str,ucture in aqueoms solulions were difptcult until
recently,because .we had not sultable mate,rdals f gr the purpose. At
present, we have only few examples of B-strueture in aqueous sblutions.
                     '
                           --(15)-
b)"-l' !lgl!sz:L :ky: sine.i3,4&5O
                   '
      Xt has been shown that ct-helical poly--Flysine can be converted
to 3--structure by heating the solution above sooc.13 [[hus fomed
3-structure of poly-Zr-tysine had been sole exantple of this conformation
in eqweous solution for 1ong tÅ}me untn ig66. mtraviolet absorption,13
circuLar dichfoisrp,49'50 and epticaL rotatory dispersionij8'50 have '
                                                    'been repor'ted on this po]ypeptide. Sarkar and Doty found a new B-structure
formed by the addition of sodium dodecyl sulfate to the neutral nyblution
of po]y-L-iysine.50 [[hus foimred B-structur9E}xhibits scffnewhat different
charactet= ntn r.spect to eptieal rctatory prpper,ties fr,an that indueed
in alkaline solution by heating.SOJgg
jb)""2. Poly--I,-serime.35,5l,36
                                           '
                   '
      As to the solubility of this polypeptide tn aqueous media,
inccmsistent statements have been made.35'36 Recentiy, a sarupie with
short chain iength was reported to be soiuble in water, qnd irift?ared
                                                  51measurements in D20 showed the presence of B-structure.
                                                  Me as urerrent
of circular dichrclsm have been reported also.51
b)-3•!Plg!sz:E:g{lxpg2Eylggg}M!=!Åígzg!2glng,:iSCart) hibti32,52'5ij
                                                           '
                                                   '
     [[Vio exanlples previoms]y deseribed,poly-Zr-]"rsine in all<aline
solution and poty--I>-semhe? are not polyelectrolyte. AIPhoigi) poly-
Lrelysine has dissociabie side el}atns, reversible potentiQmetric titration
    'acccutpanying 3-coil transition can not be expeeted fi7om the fact that
                        ttin this exarrtple B-structure is indueed in samewhat irn7eversibl(l(iature.
As to the B-strvueture of this polypeptide fomed in detergpnt solution,
potentiometric titration has not been atteTrtpted so far.
                                  '
                           -(16)-i
     Since potentiometnie titr,ations a47ford usefu1 info]mations
conoernir}g the conformational transition,as h&vebbeen prcved in the
helix--coil transitions, it is desirabie if we have such exarrples in the
stuco' of 3-st•ructure.
      Poly-S-carboxyTr)ethyl--Feysteine is sole exanrple in this respect.
Xt has been shown that this poly.peptide cah undergo B-coil transition
debending on the pH of the soiution.32'52 cptieai rotatory prÅéperties
have been also investigated.se,53,54
     With these three B-structures in aqueous solution except fdr that
  '
                                                    'of poLy--ZffLysine in detergent solutian, the reported optical rotatory
                                                        'properties are in good, thotgh not ecirtplete, agreement with oneGmother.
Corrmon features of circular dichroism and optical rotatory dispersion
in far ultraviolet regton are as. follows. In eireuLa]? diehroism, we
have two bands, one is positive and larger than another in magrritude,
located between 195-198 rr)i, another one is negative, loeated between
217--227 mp. (iptical rotatory dispersicm cur,ves are •characterized with
a large peak at 205-210 mp and a small trcugh at 230-242 rrgA,thbusJi
                                                          '
    'rnagnitude of the latter tr,ough vardes between wider range. [[hese common
                                     'features a]re in good Emp7eement with that postulated fmm theordes for
the case of antiparailel an?angement(section 3C). Further discussions
eonceming the srnall differences present between reported data will
be given in iater peurt. the decrease of bo,or increase of -bo, with
the formation of B-structure is atso a conrnan feature of these po]y-
                        'peptides in aqveous soiutions. Ctn the cor}traizy, the B-structure of
                                           '
            'poly•-L-lysine' fo]med in detergent soZntion shows small decrease of bo
                                    '(about 300), and the trctgh around 230 mp of qptical rctatory dispersion
                          -(IY)-
                             .
 curve is la]reply dinrtnished compared with other exarrples.
    An exahtple must be added tinaL]y. Epand and Scheraga irivestigated
 the optical rctatory properties of poly-Fvaline in the form of cepoly-
                               55peptide with poly-DL-lysine HCI.
                               [Ehey $howed that alniost same results
were obtained as that reported on the B-strcture of poly--blysine in
      'a4kaMne solution.
             '
     C) !tAREELMslUlonldin Rrms to [[hi Se tion
   . It is easily seen that almost all studies descrdbed in this
 section have been made to establish the optical rotatory properties
of B-structure. Yh?om this point of view, the followings rnay be regarded
. as expembnentall"r estabUshed c(mclusiGns.
 (1) CircuLai7 dichrcism and epticai rctatory dispersion in far ultra-
    violet region.
                       '
    [[hese curves can be distingulshed fram those of ct-helix. ]Mrst,
   • there are two dichrcic bands rather than three in the latter case.
    Second,the magnitudes of both bands'are rather smaLli 11he moZar
    ezlipticity of these are about 2-3 x io4•and --s-2o x io3, whereas
    in ct--helix at the sarre wave iength regtons a)re io5 and -4 x io4
                 56
                   [[hus optical rctatory properties idi far ultra-respectively.
    ./rOruiecttuligeOn Can Seime as a tooi for the determination of B-
 (2) [[he dispersion pa?arneter ao increases ntth the foimiation of B-
    structure. •
 (3) as to the dispersion pa]?arneter bo, it decreases by abont -1500
                           '
                '
                            -(IS)-
                             'in aqweous soZutians,whereas it inereases in organic solvents.
    Aside' ftr,cmi these established relations, there remainÅí several di
discrepancies unsolved between various investigations. llhese are '
sumajCtrized beiOW•
(1)[[he ehanges of bo aeccgTlpanying the transition are im opposite
                                       '
  ,direction in orpu• iic solvents'and iri aqweous soluti(ms. Zn this
   ccmnection,further investigations on B-structure of poly-L-lysime
   in deter2pnt soimbton may afford some valuable infermations. .•
(2) [[he magrrttudes of the changes of bo in organic solvents are not
   :II-.• coineddent ' arnong the feported investigaticms.
(3> lhere are also inconsistenedes between the reported changes of
 •intrinsic viscosities acccmpanying the fonnation of 'intra--Bt.
(4) Xt has not been elucidated as tD what eonditions are necessary
   for the preferenee of either type of B-structure, inter or intra.
    All these characteristies descrdbed above wtll be easi]y seen
fran Tablesl and 1:, where the representative data are tabulated.
-ag)--•
Tlll31E I
 .Materi.al Polyt-O-acetyl-L-threonine
                '
    v'
                      '
Solvents Pyridine Pyuiidine DCA-CLiCl
       3 2-dnloroethanol-
MchlorÅétp.ethane
[n] in
(dlZ )a
DCA O.I4 o.10 O.14 O.10
  bAao 400 f- 395 -330 400-700 290-160
  bAbo -50 f- 150 -o •- 50-•O no change
         bA[n](dl/g)                   f
           incre asemcrease
( to o.38)( to o.i6)
tssigned B-
Structure
intra-3 intra-B intra-B intra-B
Reference 39 39 se 39
                'Abbreviations vsed herE) are•
                         )
 '
I)CA;dichloroacetic acid,[[1;A3
trifluoroacetic acid, EDC; ethylene
dichloptde.
a. ntrri.nsic viscosity in ECA
                            '
   is considered to be a measyre
   of molecular weight of the
   sarxp le .
b..Mfference frun randctn coil
   state is taken to represent
                     `
   the eharactenlstic features
   of B--strueture.
                           '
e. Value for e(xrrplete B-structure.
           'd. IVleasured in [[FA.
  '
e. Reduced viscosity at Cp=O.5,ct•b.
f. ]:n this case,difference is
   taken frun the randout coil
  state in DCA.
sumvary
v
oe the
    TAE31LE I
rep;esentative
  (
data
conlinuÅíd)
 of the studies of 6-structUre in or2;anie solvents.
Mateni al Short chain
PBZG
Poly-CL-acetyl-
Fserzine
 Poly--O--benzyl-
llrserine
Poly--S-carbobenzoxyrnethyl-
             'I r- cys te ine
Solvents Dioxane or
EDC -
DCA- CHC13 DCA-CHCI
       3 ecA-CHCI       3 DCA--EDC or
.[EFIA-EDC
DCA-EDC
[n] inDCA
(dlz )a
   dO. L2 o.13e O.IO O.25 .o.43
Aaeb s4oe
.
2oq-68o 200-800 -730-380
--
800--500 -730--4Oo
   bAbo 42oC 662-O
--
40-l50 -8o-e :70-O no chango
         bA[n](dYg)
      '
increase inerease
(mp to o
   decrease
.45)(dorm to
    decreasb
o.o5)(do;m to o.o8)
         .
    '
Assigried B-
Structure
interLBco intra--B inter-B inter--B
 '
   N-
     .int r,e.- B
Reference 44 l'6 45 30 3i 46
Sumary
                TAtS]LE
of the representative data
  II
of the studies of B-str,ucture in aq ue ous solutions.
Matertal Poty-L- tysine in
alkaline solntian
           ,U' Pply-L-lysine
 in dete ent
PoZy-S-earboxytiethyl-
L
 e'steine ''' '
               '
Poty-•It-serine
%
bo
-34Q
--
152
i74
-9
-225
--
1se
eotton Effects
 Xpeak
[M' ]pe ak
  igrcvgh
[m' )tr,o
205
29,OOO
2 EP
6,200
205
23,OOO
2 so
6,4oo
205
26,ooo
23P
-2 ,OOO
210
23,OOO
242
4eo
x'
ctrcuLar, Dichroism
  Apeak
[e]peak
  x
  trough
[e]
  troug*i
l95
28,OQO
217
-lg,eoo
218
-23,ooe
re7
4,100
217
-1,200
226
.•a 6, 6oO
    .
ttt
198
     '
s ,ooo
      '227
-6,ooo
1
197 .
23,OOO
•222
-5,OOO
Refernees 48 "9 50 50 95 se 53 54 51
Chargp Induced B -• Random Coil
Po]"r--S-Carboryettty1-Fbysteine
1tensition of
in Aqueous IVedia
                  Aeknowledgrrrent
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1. Xntroduction and Sc e of the Present Irivesti ations.
      Aithough considerabie arnountt, of data. have been accumulated in
the study of B•-structure in organic solvents, little has been elucidated
about the B-coil tr,ansition. Iriis situa.tion arises beeause we can not
treat theoreticalty the transition indueed by the changes of solvent
cetrrpositi(ms. For any theo]7etical ana.lys' is, we must describe the
system with activities of ccn;ponents instead of solvent ccrnpositions.
However evaluation of the activity in three eomponent system,such as
                                                          J
polypeptide-dichloroacetic aeid-chloroforrn for exanple, is considerab]y
diffieult. gherefore no such a stu(ty has been reported. If temperature
induced B-coil transitian is possible, situations beceme different.
[[hen studies of the transition in organic solvents may aeford more
valuable informations. However such transitions have not been realized
so far'. [[herefore a possible development in this respect will be
soug#)t in the study of the transition induced by change of pH in
aqueous soluticms. For,in pmhciple, a theoretical treatrnent becomes •
possible in such a case. Of course seme aMbiguities are present
eoncerning the cancept of singZe ion activity. Moreover,the treatrnent
of the interactions betweeiXnulti-charged ions inevitably involveS
             )e ''scme difrtcultfi. [[hus at present rather extensive investigations on
the B-coil trcrmsition indueed by pH ehange are necessary. For this
pixrpose,of course, a new polypeptide exampZe is not eLways necessary.
We have a sultable example,poly-S-carboxymethyl-ILffcysteine,for this
purpose,as descnibed in seetion X--5(b). However previous investigations
(m thts polypeptide have examined mainily its eptical rDtatory prpper'ties.
Moreover,the xesults frcrn potenticmetric titratton s6udies shouLd be
                          -•(1)-
aecepted with reservations. Fot, in the experiments of these studies,
some corrtplicated sttuations are present,on whieh discmssions will be
gtven in detatl in later part. Nevertheless appropriate attentions have
not been paid for these situations in previous investigations.
      Aside fran tihe aspect of conforrnational transition, the eptical
                                       .rgtatory properties of B--structure have not been clea]?ty characterized
in the case of organic solvents. This situation is e)tpected. to be imprvved
if we rneasure the opticaL rotatory pr(rperties i.n far ultravi.olet,t
regton. lrivestigations in eqweous solutians have prcved it to be the
case. Although characterdstic features inherent to B-strueture have been
deduced from these rneasureTnents,however,there are also several differences
an?ong4 reported data,as to positions or magnitudes of dichroic bands.
![hese differences are shown in Table U. [[herefore it is desirable to
add a new exarrple and to increase d.ata in this respeet.
     With these purposes we have synthesined a new po]ypeptide,
poly-S--cariooryethyl-Fcystetne which is a higher side-chain hcmologwe
of poty-S-carboxyinethyl--]Zr-cysteine,and investigated its conformatianal
transition induced by change of pH.
     Since theoretical treatrnent of B--coil transition in polyelectrolytes
 qisAvery diffacult (me,we made our efforts to prcvide exper{imental data.
Tb obtain the data con7esponding to equllibrium state, several preeautians
were taken. 7he effects of both ionic strength and po]ymer concentration
an conformational transition were investigated rather extensively.
-(2)-
     Zn the next section synthesÅ}s of the polymer is cesertbed. [[hen
ccmforTnationaL studies on the polyrner in aqueous rnedia will be gtven.
[[he tnvestigations are rnade on epticai preperties; qpticaL rotatory
dispersion in visible and ultraviolet wave XengSh regtons, circuiar
dictux)ispt,and infrared absorption. The e(meormation in soUd state
is.also exarnined by infrared measurenpnts.
     [n seetion 3, potentiometric titration of the polymer will be
discussed. Reversibility and time dependence of titration curves ''
are exarnined by different methods, in order to establish the eonditions
for obtaming e,qutlibrium curves,
     in section 4, aetivity coefticient of sodiurn counter ions is
.gtven, which is measured in salt-free polyeiectrclyte solution using a
Na-glass eiectrode. Activity eoeffieient af counter ions in salt-
free solution is aZso estimated frorn the data of potentiometrie
titration. !Il)e comparison oe. the results obtatned from two methods
is discus$ed. [[he effeet of conformational chango and coneentration
dependence of activity coefficient are also discussed.
                    '
    In the f"ial section, the effeet of precipitation on the titration
behavior is tireated in the frarnewgrk of theimnatcs. This way of
treatment has the edvantage in the present investigation that a
speeified mode1 is not necessary for che treament,
-(3)-
2. eonfortnationaL studies 6f po -s-corbo et' 1-L-c steine in
     AtE-ggyE-EglL!!9El,gng.:.S1t
EtwuE}EiE:-ntheszs
                        58
                           in 2 1. of 2N NaOH were added 175 g ofS-Carboxyethy 1--Ir- cysteine .
Ircysteine HCI monahydrate and l68 g of B-bromqpropionic acid at a
temperature not exceeding 300C; After 50 minutes stinr{ing at 300C,
the solution was cooled and cancentrated H2SOij was added until pH 2.5
at a temperature Zoweer than 200C. [[he crystal was filtered,washed
with cold water and (wted. !t was recrystaLlized twice frun a neutral
solution by adding concentrated H2S04. Yield. 80%.m.p.,214-2150C.
s--cai'bobenzoxyethyl--z"cysteine.59 [[bvo hundred g of s-carboxyethyl-
Lrzacysteine was suspended in a mixture of 168 g of benzyl alcohoi and
160 g of 70% ii2SOt;, and vigorously stirred at 700C for an hour,.
After evaporated in vacuo for 2 hours, the clear solution was poured•
into l92 g of NaHC03 in 400 ml. of ice water and the crysta2 was
collected by filtratiofi. Xt was recrystalUzed flve tirnes frcm boUing
water. Yield. 35%. m.p.,2030C.
                       's--carbobenzoxyethyi-L,-cysteine anhydride.59 After dr!i.ed over P20s
ovemight,20 g of S-carbobenzoxyethyl-Fcysteine was suspended in 400
ml. of d]ly dioxane, and phosgene was bubbled in for 45 minutes at 400C.
Nitrogen was passed thrDugh the clear solution for 2 hours and the
solution was evaporated mp im vaemo at 500C. [[he oÅ}ly syrmp was
tritiated ndth petroleum ether.and the sttpernatant was discarded
by deeantation. [[he oil was dissolved in ethyl aeetate and repreeipitated
with petroleimi ether. [[he prveedure was repeated five times. Yield. i5 g.
                                       '
   '
                         -(4)-
poly-s-carioobenzoxyethyl--Fcyst6ine(pzEc).59 1hirty g of the oil of the
N-carboxyanhydrd.de was dissolved in dioxane or rwethylene chloride and
polymenlzed by addition of trdethylanrtne or sodiun methoxide. After
severaL days, a lange amount of petroieum ether was added and the
preeipitates was washed ndth dioxane and ethyl ether. Yield. 12 g.
                                      'An41• Caleulated for (Cx3HlsOIFgS)x; C,58.84%;H,5.71%3N5.28%;S,12.o8%.
Foimds C, 58.58%;H, 5.71%;N, 5.27%;S, 11.98%. Conditions for po]"m,erization
and some of the propertJies of the obtatned PZEC are listed iri [rableLrZZ.
Poty-S--earboxyethyl-ILr-cysteine(PSCEC). 1ttve g of PZEC suspended' in liOO
ml. of chloroform or glaeial acetic acid which had been saturated with
hydrcgen bromide was stiinfed at O to iOOC for mbre than 20 hours. [[he
,suspension gradually swelled and tumed to be viscous. Dry alr was passed
tinrc)ugh the niixture for more than 3 hours and acetone was added. ![he
white precipitate was eentrifuged,washed with acetone until the smper-
natant becarEe codorless. [[he polymer was washed with ethyi ether and
dried. Yield. 2 g.' Anal. Calculated for (C6Hg03NS)x; C, 41•i3%;H, 5.19%;
N, 8.00%;S, l8.30%. Found; C,41.27%;H, 5.12%;N, 8.14%;S,17.88%. Some
data for the preparation and ofhprcperties of polyrr.-S-carboxyethyl-L-
cysteine sa;mples are given in [lable III. '
     Poly-S-carbowyethyl-Zrcysteine is soluble in dimethyl sulfoxtde
and alkaline water. Mtraviolet spectra of the po]y!ner were examined
in aqweous solutions of pH 7. [Ehe arnount of the remaining benzyl grcups
was estirnated on the basis of an assuned value for the molar extinction
coefficient,200,at 280 mu. It was found that the debenzylation was
                                                      '
cpmpiete at 20 hours. 1lriftr,axed speetra of the polymer in solid also
                                         'donfimed this result.
                  '
   '
            '
         '
                         -(5)-
gSynthesis
        tTABLE III
of Poty--S-carboxyethyl-Fcysteine ,
Poly--S-carbobenzoxyethyl-Feysteine Poly-S-eai?boxyethyl-L--cysteine
1
]
,+
I
1
i
l
i
i
5•
-lt
l
l
l
1
Nunber Solvent Initiator
[A]/[I]' [n]ee(dl/g)
Samp le
Number
   bebenzylation
Solvent Reaction [[5me
 [n]eeee
(dYg)
B622A
H920
HIO 30
H725A
H725B
Tr
H615
H622B
H622C
ctI2C12
CH2CZ2
CH2C12
cH2C12
CH2C12
Dioxane
IXQxane
Moxane
CH 3eNa
(C2Hs) 3N
( C2Hs ) ljN
CH 30Na
(C2Hs)Y"
CH 30Na
cH 3oNa
cH 3oNa
250
 50
 50
 50
 50
 50
zoo
IOO
O. 35
O.18
O.15
O.10
O.14
o.o8
O.I2
o.o8
L-------.--pt
B622AW
H920W
H725AWI
H725'A'vt'5
H725BW
H6l5,Vl
H615AJ2
H615VJ3
CH CooH
  3
CH CooH
  3
CHCI
    3
CHCI
    3
CN CooH
  3
CHCI
    3
CHCI
    3
( HCI
    3
22
24
24
30
8
4
5•5
21
hrs.
hrs.
hrS.
hrs.
h e's . esXee
hrs.
hrse
hrs.
o
o
.
.
17
17
O.08
inso1ub le
inso1ub le
O.09
ee
\x
esxce
Me as ured
Measured
P,ernaining
in dichloroacetic acid at 250C.
in O.ax NaCl solution at 250C end
 benzyl gromps were estimated to
 pH=7•
be about ]-5% e
     Ihe samples of po]"rn)er thus obtained were dialyzed against distilled
water' for a week and precipitated by the addition of 1 N HCI. [[he pre-
cipitate•was coUected by centrifLgation and washed with water, acetone
and ethyl ether. [[he crystal was dried over P20s in vacuo until no
more less of weiEht.
Exoerimental.
..-Ng .:-L.;.--:.a..-;.:;
MateriaL and Preparation of Solutions. A sarrtple of the polynE)r'
 used
in thiLs work." was B622AW. [[he sample H920W gave substantially identical
results.
Cqncentrated,O.025 and O.050 N, solutions of the po]cyrrrer were prepared
ari the weight basis. Dilute solutians,O.O05 and O.OIO N, were prepared
in che following way. [[he po tymer sarrple dissolved in a]kaline salt-
free water was dial"Tved against distilled water and then passed throLgh
                                                       'a cation exchange colum containing ftmberlite IR-i20. [[b the elua.te were
                                    'added O.2 N NaOH and NaCl to give desired polymer coneentr,ation and
degree of neutralization as well as iontc strength. Polyrwer concentraticm
of stock solutions was detennined by titration in the presence of
sufÅí!cient NaCl. [[hroughout the present section, the:/ pH of solution
or the degree of neutralization of polyrrer will be given in or(ier to
specify the state of ionization of potymer in aqveous solntions. [[he
degree of nembralization is shown to be substantially equaL to the
             'degree of ionization under the eonditions examined,as far as the added
saLt is present. Zn salt-d ree aqveous solutions,hovever,the degree of
ionization is general]y higher than the degree of neutralization at
..
(6)--
pll less than about 5 or at the degree of neutralization lower than
about O.1.
Apparatus. Infrared spectra were measured cm a JAbOCO Model DS-402 G
spectrophotorneter at 200C. Solid fiims were east f)run dimethyl sulfoxide
or a(luKeous solution of the poiymer on NaCl or AgCl plates. Spectra of
D20 soJutions of the po]yn)er were rneasured in a cell having adjustable
thidkness of KRS-5 windows and compensated against D20 of the same
thiekness.
Circular dichrDism and opticcriL rDtatory dispersion were measured on a
                                                              'JASCO ORD/UV 5 spectropolarimeter with a co attachrnent at 250C.
Measurements were performed ntth O.1 and 1 mm eells from 260 to 200 mp
and with Z and 5 cm celis for visible region. [[he signal-to-noise
ratio in the circulax' dichrcic speetra was better than 4 at 220 mp.
Visible optical rctatory dispersion was •anatyzed by rneans of the
MoffStt-Yang equation (1) with X. = 212 nlp. IMspersion of ti)e refb?aetive
index of water Titas taken into considerations. But the effeet of the
presence of added salt was ignored. ,
YggitiiUtrenrpentS tOf PH We]7e Perfemed as will be descrtbed in the fonowing
-(7)-
Res ults .
Conformation of the Po r in the Solid State.
      Infrared spectra of the polyiTer rt]ms tn both aeid (H) and saLt
(Na) fonms are shown in FtiLg. 2. [Ehe acid form was obtained fmm a
dimethyl sulfoxide solution and .the salt fonn was Åírom a salt-f27ee
aqweous solution at a degree of neutralization unity. Flr7eqweneies of
characterdstic absorption bands are listed iri [[al)le IV.
      U})e amide X band is located around 1630 cm-i to l63s em-l t'ogeether
with a weak band at 1695 ctn-1, This clear]y indicates that both forms
are in the B-structure with an antiparallel arrangement of adjacent
chains. While the acid form has a band at 1720 cm-1 dwe to the unicnized
ca]rboxyl gromps, che salt forrn has two st]r(mg bands at l570 and Z405
  -1em charadtertstic of ionized carboxyl gromps.
QpticaJ Rotatory Dispersian. ' •
      uitravioiet rotatory dispersion of'the polyher in aqveoms soiutions
is illustrated in Fig.3(a>-(c). At neutral pH where the polymer is
aimost fully ionined, the rotation is negative at all wavelength regions.
And Cottcm effeets oecur, axDund 225 and 200 mv. ![Vvo trcughs are mantfest
at 236 and 207-210 mu, With iowerdng pH, the trougXi arcund 210 mp tums
to be a peak,while the other tromp at 236 mpt rerratns alrnost unaLtered.
At acid pH lower than 6, for exanrple iri ]FtÅ}g.3(b), Cotton effeets occur
with a trough at 236 mp and a peak at 210 mp.
   . The Cotten effects obsemed for the polymer at neutral pH are •
qÅéottehSiinMipioas27ittiOonth&SdesfhOilxlrpe&19rijdhfilP,oCtOhieirPOty-S-carboxyrnethyi--L-eysteine,
                                                   '
                                                               '
                     , -(8)-
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                 '
Characteristic la)sorption Bands of PSCEC in IMfferent Foms
Assigrtment
      Wave ntgiiber Cemhl)
Acid (H) form Salt (Na) form
,
'v,i
         Adsorbed watervO.H
Ami.(ik3 A
AmS,de B
Vc.o '
 Carboxyi
Amide Z (O,")
Amiidetr (",o)
Vopo antiSymmetric Carboxyiate
Amide IZ '
Vg.o i, S"rmmetrte Cart)oxytate
                 '
3ijOO <sh)
3280 (vs)
3o8o (w)
1718 (s>
i698 (sh) '
1631 (vs)
   '
1527 (s)
36oo (s)
se60 (ts)
3o6o (w)
i695 (sh)
i6 su ( vs )
1570 (vs)
1520 (sh)
1405 (vs)
x'
       ..".t .'Xl
       s,
   ''f t"
i if<.xX /y-
vs; very, strong; s, streng; w, weak; sh, shouider
Fig.3 Ultraviolet rotatory dispersicms of che polymer.
Polymer concentration; O.O05 N.
(a) Icxiic strength O rnolai.
   (a) ct = O, pH =4.22, (b) ct = e.l50, pH =5.56,
   (c) a = O.205, pH =5.74, (d) a = O.402, pH =6.08,
   (e) a = O.489, pH =6.17S .(f) ct = O.701, pH=6.66 ,
   and (g) or = O.903, pH =7.52.
(b) Icnic strength O.030 molal.
   (a) ct --- O.389, pH =5.50, (b) ct = O.452, pH =5.59,
   (e) ct = O.549, pH =5•67, (d) cr = O•645, pH =5e79,
   (e) ct = O.768, pH =6.13, and (f) ct = O.896, pH =6.98.
(e) Xanic strength O.15 molal.
   (a) or = O.460, pH =5.10, (b) or = O.499, pH =5.16,
   (c) ct = O.558, pH =5.21, (d) ct = O.606, pH =5.25,
   (e) ct = O.684, pH =5.39, and (f) ct = O.es4, pH =6.05.
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 hand,the Cotton effects of the Polymer at acid pH are quite similax,
 to those for B-structure previomsly reported. So it is clear that a
                ;s
 coil-3 transitionAinduced by a change of pH or degree of ionization of
 Poly-S-carboxyetlry1--IZ,-cysteine in aqveous soiutiGns. The positions
                                             '
 and magnitudes of the observed Cotton effects of this po]yTner are
                                        .
 taPulated in Table V. [[he magnitude of the peak at 210 mp is eonsider-
 ably smaller than other examples,but the position: is of the sarne
 range. [[he position of the trctigti(236 mp) Å}s about a midpoint betvJeen
 that for pozy--L-]ysine or silk fibroin60(23o mp) and that for p6iy-
 S-caiygu.cx}rm.eNt•-h.vl--ILr-cysteine(242 mp). [[his trcugh has been shown to be
. confonnation (iependent in every caise of previous ixivestigations. With
.the formation of B-structure,this tromp was largply reduced in the
 case of poly--Lrlysine or silk fibroin,whereas lt was enhanced in the
 ease of poly-S-carboxymethyi-Fcysteine. It should. be noted that this
                                              ereseAt
 trcugh is aimost Misensitive to confomaticms iri tihis po]"rpeptide.
        in the visible regton fr'cua 450 to 270 mp, the specSfic rctation
is again negatiive at any pH,ionie strengths and polymer eoncentrations,
 but dextrorotation increases with decreasing pH. Rotatory dispersion
in pt[is region obeys the Moffitt--Yang equaticn,and the par,arreters,ao
 and --bo,generalZy increase with decreasing pH. 1ttg.4 shows the valucs
of ao and bo as a ftnction of degree of neutralization. [the bo valwe
 of the po]"rmer at neutral pH is not equal to zerc!bnt has a small
negaCive vaLue,-300, and it deereases down to -1400 at the most acid
                            'pH.at lower po]"rmer eancentration. [[he latter is of the same rnagnitude
as those of the other water-soluble B-structure (see [able ZZ).
 ,
                            -<9 )-
Cottan Effe cts
  (a)
      TAIiBIE V
of Poty-S-earboxyethyl-Feysteine.
    B--Structure
 rps
(mo!al)
ct pH A
 peak
(mu)
[M]6eak x
 trough
(mu)
[M]erough
   o
   o
   o
   o
O.O30
O.150
o
O.100
O.150
O.205
O.389
O.460
4.22
5.34
5.56
5.74
5.50
5.08
207
2Zl
208
210
210
207
10,80O
11,900
14,800
12,IOO
 9,60o
 9,400
236
235
236
236
235
236
-4,900
-3,OOo
--
3,OOo
-2 ,700
-3,300
--
3,2OO
(b> Random Coil
1
 .ms
(tholai)
ct pH ALrough
(mu)
[m]ercugh x
 trcugh
(mu)
[m]ercugh
   o
O.O30
O.900
O.896
7.65
6.98
206
210
-4,ooo
-3,60o
235
235
-2 ,500
-2,900
Rig.4 Mspersion parameters in the TVloffitt-Yang equati(m
determined from the wavelengtin regton 270 - 450 mu.
(O), b. and (Q), ao .
(a) Po Lyrrer cancentratian; O.O05 N.
   Icnic strength (in moial); '
                      -
                              '
   O (O) and O.030 (O).
(b) Polyrrer ccncentratien; O.OIO N.
   ranjlc strengrth (in molal)s
   o (o),o.olo (o),o,o2o (q)),o.oso (e),o.loo (Q),
                                             '(e) .Polyrner eoncentrati.on; O.025 N.
   Zonic strengtin (in moXaZ);
   O (O),'O.05e (G), and O.IIO ((D).
(d) Polymer coneentratian; O.050 N.
   Xcnic strength (in molal);
   O (O),O.050 (O), and O.liO (O).
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        For lower polymer p, encentraticm with no added saLt, considerable
decrease of a. is obser,ved in the regton where degree of neutraHzatian
.is extremely low. Under the sarne candttions,the rnagpttude of the peak
at 210 rqu is aZso reduoed. [[hese results togfiither with a large troimp
found for the solution with vero degpee of neutraLization(dashed 1ine
in Etg.3(a)),sug"lpst that this trDugh is more sensitive to the environ-
ment of the peptide chnmophore including the extent of assoedation,
rather than to conformations.
CircuLar I)ichroism
        CirculECr dichroism of the polymer in aqmeous solutions is
         '
    .shown in ELg.5. A single negative dichroic band is manifest at 223 m)A
and its magnitude changes wtth the pH of the solution. The minimum
molar ellipticity,[e]223,• is plotted as a f'Lmction of pH in irrg.6.
[[his clearly indicates the occurence of a pH induced coil-B transition
                                                ,
around pH 5.5. [rne transition pH lowers with increasing ionic strength,
as bas been observed in the conformational transitions of other acidie
            61,67po] ypeptides.
                 Ilydrogen ion titration of the polymer,which will be
              -
diseussed in the sueceeding section in s(xue detat1, shows that the
po]ymer is more ionized at a given pH as the icutic strength is higher.
Xncrease in ionic strength intrDduees the transition of the polymer ab
higher degree of neutralization. ![hms the B-strueture of the po]yner is
more stable at a gtven( degree of ionization as the Å}onic strength is
higher,owing to the shielding effect ofionic atmosphere around the
chaxged grDmps. This rnay be eonfimed in more direct way, ir we plot
the data against degree of neutra]ization.
                                --(1O)"
ptg• 5. Circulaif dichroism of the po]ymer in aqueous solutions.
   Po]yrner ccticentration O.050, N; ionie strength O molai.
   (a) or= Q.248, pH --5.55, <b) ct -- O.302, pH =5.60,
   (e) ct = O.394, pti =5.67, (d) a = O•498, pH =5.74,
   and (e) ct = O.898, pH =7.04. .
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 Such plots are given iri Ittg. 7. Ilron this rtgure, it is also noticed
 that the transition takes place at higher degree of neutralization in
 more concentrated po]yter solutions,although che effeet of o. olymer
 concentration on the transition pH is rather ambiguous. Hovever,the
 effect of polymer concentration on the trarisition is largety obscured
 in the presence of added salt.'
      [[he position of the negative dichroic band is 223 mp and very
 close to that of poly-I"serine(222 mp) rather than that of po]y--l)-lysine
 6r silk tibrcin(217 rnp) and of po]y-S-carboxymethyl--rt-eysteine(226 mp).
                                               g
 7he magnitude(10,OOO--i2,OOO) is an intemediate one betueen that of
 poly-Flysine(20,OOO) and that of poly6-earboxymethyl-]Zrcysteine(6,OOO)
•or of poly-L-serine(5,OOO) and close to that of silk fibroin('8,OOO).
 As compared vdth that of poty-lelysine or of poly-S--carboxymethyl-F
 cysteine,the magnitude of this negative dichroic band is more confo]rniat#on-
 dependent in this polypeptide.
                               '
      Rotatory dispersion of the po]ymer siaggests that while a negative
                                                 '
 circular dichroic band exists around 223 mp at any pH, the 'randorn coil
must have another negative band but the B-•strueture should have a positive
              e.
band ,each at a wavelength shorter than 200 mp. ![hese features are
 consistent with the dtrect observations of circuLar dichrcism previously
                                              'reporked.
                                            '
                '
      In Fig.8,the relation between bo and [e]223 is shown. A Unear
 relatiQn seems to hold apprcximately. [Ehus bo can be used as an
 alternative conforrnation--dependent parameter.
--
(1l)-
Itig. 7• Effect of ionicstrength on the
(a) Potymer coneentration O.O05
   Icnic strength (in molal);
   O (O), O.030 (o), and O.150
(b) Polymer conoentration O.OIO
   rcmic strength (in molal);
   O (O>, O.OIO (O), O.020 (O),
(c) Po]ymer conoentratian O.025
   Icmic strength (in molal);
   O (D), O.050 (O), and O.110
(d) Potymer coneentratian O.050
   Xanl.c strengh (in molcriJ);
   O <O), O.050 (O), and O.UO
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(a) Po]ymer eancentration, O.O05 N.
   Imic strength (in molal);
   O (O), and O.030 (O).
(b) Po]ymer concentration, O,O10 N.
   Xonic strength (in molal)s
   O (O), O.OIO (O), O.020 (O), O.
(c) Potymer cancentration, O.025 N.
   Xcwtc strength (in moial); .
   O (O),O.050 (Q), and O,llO ((D).,
(d) Polymer eoneentration, O.050 N.
   Zcnic strength (in mo1al);
   O (o),O.050 (O), and O.liO (O).
050 (e), o.Ioo (o), and O.200 (o).
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!T[lnn!)eE!!l2SLEis2gg!![ag:Z-!21]g-.!lgl!ymglLln-9?9..E}gly3111g!2f)7are EdStfthPl DOIti
      ]nf)7ared spectra of the polyrner in D20 solutions
i?ig.9. The spectra obtained at pD higher than 6
frcrn one another. [[hey have an amide I band at i650
assigned to random coii. Hovever,the anide.I band
at.pD 5.7, suggesting the fommation of B-structure
conrtrrn the conclusian derived th?om rotatory properties
is stable at acid pH,vvhile randcrn coil is stable
      At intermediate pD,the intensity of the two
  -1cm ,graduaL]"r changes as the transition proceeds
B-strueture. [Ihe transition pD is about 5.8 for
aeded salt. Xt is also found that the transition
degree of neutralizatian as ionic strength or poJyrner
higher. ![his 'is coincident with the resuits deduced
measurements. Ihe effect of deutratian on the stability
ascribed to the shift in pH or the differenee in
for poly-Irglutarnic acid and po]y-tslysine in H2
but the effeet (m B--structure has not been worked
     '
   '
Diseussian.
     The canfomaation of poly-S-cart)oxyethyl-L-cysteine
soiutians was shown to be dependent on pH or the
[[he coil form stable at neutraL pH is eharacterized
circuLar dichroic band at 223 mp and another negative
length shorter than 200 my. [[he [e]223 vaLUe fOr
of po]yrner coneentration as weli as of iontc strengSh,whieh
  '
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.
      are shown in
are not distingulshable
    ctn"l,which can be
  shifts to 162o orn-1
  . [[hese results
       that B•-strnacture
 at neutral pH. •'
  bands,1650 and J620
  fron randon eoU to
O.025 N po]"rmer viithout
 takes place at higher
      concentration is
    ftmm the rotatory
       of ct-heMx was
 titration behavior,
                      62O an.d D20 respective Ly,
                        '
  out.
        in aqweous
 8tate of ionization.
    by a pegative
      band at a wave--
 random coil is tndependent
           atso smpports
Ng. 9. Infraxed spectra of the polyrrer in D20 solutions.
PoLyrrpr eaneentrati(pt, O.025 N.
Icnie strength, O molal.
Oell length 30 p.
----- ;oc= O•3ij5, pD =5.73e
-•
 •-• -- : ct = O.504, pD =5.84.
- - - soc= O.605, pD =5.97.
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the presence of isolated randan coil chains.
     [[he rctatory dispersion of the B--structuie has a trough at 2se rrlp ,
                            '
and a peak at 210 mp,whieh corrresponds to circuLar diehrcism vJith a
negative band at 223 mp and a Positive band at a wavelerrgrth shorter
than 200 my. [[he Ivloftitt pararr)eter,bo,is negative. [[hese characteristics
EBfe ccrmion to those of B-str'uctures formed by water,-soluble polypeptides.
     The 3--str'ucture of poly--S-car`boxyethyl-ILr-cysteine is disrmpted by
                                                           r+electrDstatie repulsion dwe to the icmization of side chain carboxyl
girpmps. The transiition occurs around pH 5 to 5.5. Summary of the dependenee
of the rotatory pai?aneters on pH tog&e ther viith the degree of ionization
is given in Mg.IO for two cases. Ihis atgure exhibits the prpfiles of
                                                'the transition more clea2?ly. [[he [e]223 vaLue is dependent on the degree
of neutralization and ionic strength as well as on polyrner coneentration,
when the po]"Trner eonformation departs f)fom random coil. Even at the most
acid pll or at the lowest degree of neutralizatian attained without
phase separation, the [e]
                           valve is inflmenced by ionic strength as
                       223
well a$ polyrner concentration. [[he B-struetuire is more stabilized with
increasing polyrner conoentratian at a given ionic strength. [[his strcngly
suggests that the B-structure is fomed through intermolecular, association.
     Mt is pertinent to note here thei,sblvbilitypt thbt,the]"preeipitation
of the polyrner at the acÅ}d pH vinere the polymer is mostly in B-structure.
[[he lowest degree of neutralizaticm attained or prcbably the critical
              'degree of neutralization,ctee,for phase separation is shown as a ftnction
of both ionie strength and poiyTner concentration in Ng.ll. 1his indieates
that the precipitation takes place at a higher degree Qf neutralization
as icmie strength is higher. ![he phase diagr'am aiso shows
                '
                                '
                         ..(i3)-
Ng. 10. Itependenee of rotatory paraireters on pH.
(a) Polymer ccneentration, O.O05 N.
   Xenic strength, O mo1al.
(b) Po]yrner ccneentration, O.050 N.
   Xcni.cstrength,O.050 Trolal. '
                      .
                                '(o), [e1223; (e), b. ; (o), a..
Deshed Une represents cegree of ionization
Åírom titratian.
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 Plots' of .the cri ti cal de gree of ne utraM zati gn
 against the' square roov of icni6 strength.
Potymer coucentrations; O.O05 (O),O.OIO (O),
 O.050 N (O).
O.025 (O)s
 that the critical degree of neutralization is higher for more
 eoncentrated polymer soiutions. Ihe precipita.tes would have a non-
 zero,finite degree of neutralizatian,which will be discussed in detaU
 in che folloidng sections.
                                                            '
     Ftig.12 shows the vaLue of [e]223 as el function of degree of
                                '
 neutralization where the phase 'separation occvrs. [[his indicates that
 the precipitation takes place at a eertatn stage of the B-stfucture
                                                  t/t
 formatian, provided that the [e]223 valwe is taken to represent Yhe
 cantent of B--strructure in solution. But the conversion from randcin
 coil to B-str'uctu]fe is clea]71y more perfect at lower ionic strength
 .and at lower po]ymer concentration. Conversely,in the liJnit of very
.hi•gh icmic strength or, more effectively,of very high polymer
 Åëoncentration, the B-structure wovLd not be fomed in solution before
 precipitation occurs,that is, the po]ymer wouZd be stable in solutian
 only irs highly charged and randcanly coiled form.
     For a charge induced B-eoil transition to occur, a signifieant
 change in the chaxge density on a polyelectrctyte chain rnust be
 accompanied. Since a single extended polyrner chain has a charge
                                                     63
 density almost equaZ to that of a randcrnXy coUed chain,
                                                   B-structure
 forrred by an ianized polypeptide must be either intramoleculai?ly or
 interrnoleculariy hydrogen bonded, in which a hydrogen bonded sheet
 has a very high chaizge density as ccmpared with a single isolated
 chain. [rhe B-structure of the present polymer would be intermolecular
 if small size of the saruple as judged ftriom its intr!i.nsie viscositg •:•
 was taken into account. It is also probably that the sheets stack tog8ther
 to gtveathree dimensional aggregate. , , , .
                                                           -/
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i2. Valmes of [e]223 at dlfferent critieaJ dem7ees
            '
      ,
    of neutraUzatian.
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    Potymer conpentraticms; O.OIO (O), O.025 (O)`,
). o
and O.050 N:' (O),
3• Potenticnnetric [Mtration of Pol -S-carbo et 1-L--c steine.
Intrcduetion.
     Potentiomet]rd.c titration has beeMAa mseful. anq irrportant techniqve
ip the studies of therpiodyrianic properties of polyele &trv]"rte solutiens.
Moreover, this tecinniqve has revealed sarpewhat detall aspeets concemi.ng
the conformational transition of polypeptides. Clt)argp induced conformaticnal
chaiige in general has been treated theoreticaily,t64-66 and the applir
cation to tine helix-coil transitian has been made.61,67
     Zn the case of ct--helix, the charge induced conformational transition
   'is effected by the faet that it has a larger cha]fge density thari random
coil ntth the same cha]fge. thus wt.th increasing the cha2 ge on a poty-
peptide chain, the free energy dwe to electrpstatic interaetion inereases
more rapid]"r for ct-helix thari for random coil. Eventual]"T, the cha ge
repuLsiQns become of such magnitude that they disrmpt the hydrcgen bonded
helical structure eonverting it to a random eoil.
     since the B--strUcture is somewhat exbended conforrnation,4,5 so
the charge density of a polypeptide chain in this eenfomation wiXl
not be so larger than)Ehat of randcin coil. However in B-structure,po]y•-
peptide chains are hy(hmgen bonded side by side to gtve a two dimensional
pleated sheet and the interactions between side ehalns eamse sta.cking
of these sheets to form a three cMmensional aggregate. [[herefore the
eharrrbe density of the resultant sheet or aggregate rnay be expected to
                       'be extreinely large. [[hus the eharge indueed B-coil transition is expeeted
to occur depending on the pH of solutions. '
     [n the study of tiVratory behavior of B-structure,however, there
                                      'lie three problems to be exandned before we prcceed to diseuss anything
                          tt
 '
         '
     '
                     '
          ..(15)-
 frDm the titration.
      Qne of thein is that of phase separation. Since B-structure has
 so linited solubiUty,we can not diSeuss the whole dspect of B-coil
 transition unless the region under phase separation is also included
 and analyzed as well as the regton under a. single solmiion phase.
 FQr' this purpose, the par"titians of po]yrner,salt,a]kali and water
 between two phases must be exarnined.
      [[he secend one is the change of the obse]med pH values with'time.
 [n contrast to the helix--coil transitian,where the transition qepends
 mainLy on the intramolecuLar interacticms, the B-coil transition depends
 strongly on the intermoleculaÅ}7 intera.ctions,that is association.
, [[n almost all cases,lcmger or shorter,the time dependenee of eptica.1
                                                                     68
 rctatory properties has been reported with the formation of B-strueture.
 7he time soale encountered is quite different for both types of measure-
 ments. Jin optical measurements,itttsually takes several hours before
 rneasurements atter the preparation of solutions. Ctn the other hand,
 in the experiments of potentiornetric titration,the time interval between
 two successive addition of aikali or acid is of order of severa1 minutes.
 So whether o]?dinary way of titration is applicable to the present ease ,
 or not must be examined.
     C[he Zast one is of the reversibility,vJhich has close inter"
 relations with the ferrner twos. For, the reversibility rnay be strongly
 affected by the phase separation, and the discussions of reversibility
 ineuttahly related to the period examined.
     Because of these three prcbiems, there have not been reported
                               -(16)-
the titration properties of B-structure. Reoentty the potentiometnlc
titraticms of poty-s-cara)ox3Ze)thyl-zr-cysteine were reported.69,96
However the tr,eatments presented there were Urrrited, since the situaticns
menticmed above were not taken into cdnsideration.
    In the present investigatian, we exand.ned both the reversibiUtsr
of titration curves and the tirne dependenee of pH. IFtr'om these experiments
we were able to ciotain the titratich curves carresponding to equiUbrdum
anes. The last palnt to be examined, phase separatiou, sti11 rernains
unsolved in the present study.
    In this section, char,go-induced B-coil transition of poty-S-cart)oryetbyi-
L-cysteine is investigated from the staridpoint of titratien behavior.
                                   h
          '
                             ),,tNTo reveai the cooforTnational transitionAme detat1, the dependence of
titratien mpan po]ymer conoentration is atso examLned.
-(i7)-
EXPER]'qEN!LiAL.
A) Method.
     Potenticunetric tltrations viere perfo]rnx?d in two ways. Cne was a
 '
usual rnethod, where a continuoms titration was possible and designated
here as C method. ]n this methgd, a polyrner solutian (7 to 10 g) with
zero degree of neutralization and containing no added salt, was placed
in a cell. Sodiurn chloride watg added to produce a specirted salt coneen--
                                                            tt
tration, and this resulted precipitations in most cases. [[hen solutions
of aikali were added to the system by means of a ndcro syririge(O.5 ml.)
under the atmosphere of nitrogen. 7he systern was stin7ed magxieticalty,
and the eell and water of thermostat were grounded to earth. [[he values
of pH were read about five ninutes after eaeh addition of aLkaU.
Aimost constant value was obtained after a rninute.
     ![he another method was as follows. [[he system (ca. 5g) with
specified cceqpositions was plaeed in a sealed vessei and maintained at
250C for more than a day. [[hen the pH of the system was rneasured. [[he
period of rnore than a day was proved to be sufficient to attain a '
constant value of pH in rnost cases examined. ![his method thus gave a
dfi.serete titration, atid was designated here as D method.
             .
    Measurements were perfomed at 25+10C. [[he pH meter used was
                                   -•'J
Itttachi-IIoriba Model P, witht a. glass electrode and a calcwael electrode
as a referenee electrode. [Ihe electrodes we]7e cattbrated using phosphate
buffer of pH 6.86. After the exper!tment,pH of the buffer was agatn
measured and the data were discarded if the valwe differed fh7cmi that
measured before the exper!iment by more than O.03. ![he observed values
                          -(18)-
of ph in phthalate buSrfer (pH 4.00) were always in the range between
4.oi-4.03.
B)lt2g}B{l31E!gE}-dgÅí-SXE!s2III2]rear .tQnfSt•
     Systems were prepared also in tuo ways. One way wets such that was
descnibed in C method. [[he po]ymer soiutions with zerc degree of neutrali-
zatiQn were prepared by passing' the nutral salt free potymer s61utians
                                               ,
thromp the ian exchar}ge colum conta:Lriing ArnberUte IR l20. Then sodtutn
chloride and a]J<aU(if D inethod wes to be employed) were ad.ded to'
produce the specinted compositions. Ihe polyrner concentrations of the
stock solutions were deternined by the end point of the titration in
the presenÅëe of sufficient salt.
' '  [[he another one was such that the weighed polymer powders were
placed in a vessel and then water,salt,.rind aXkali were added to destred
eorn.nosition. 1his w.rv was employed for higher po)ymer concentrations,
O.050 N and O,025 N, t[he systems thus prepared were aLways titr,ated
                               'with D method.
     [[he polymer sairple used for titratian was B622AW. Confonnational
studies were ca]n7ied out with this sairple. [[he another sample H920W
was also investigated in tlais study and aimost the same results were
                                  'obta ined.
     in this study, sodium chloride was used thrcughout as an added
salt. SQdium hycboxtde (O.2 N) and hydrvchZoric acid (O.5 N) were
                                    'empioyed throughout as titrmts im the fotwarxit and back titrations
respectively.
-(l9)-
c) tLpt,2El!}{i!litsn-ggZntI2ggiF!gs!Z-I9R2,ztimtifDe fXntti
           Degree of ionization.,aY is related to degxee of neutraM-
zation,B, as Sollows.
        ct=B+(CH+ -- CoH-)/Cp (2)
where Cp,CH+ and CoH- denote the ccmcentration of po]yrrer,hydrDgen ian
                                      -
and hydroxyl ion respectively. [lhe quantities CH+ and CoH- were obtained
approximately by the titration of salt solution with the same ionie
strength as the po lymer solution. [[he appr,oxirnation involved here• is
such that the activity ccefficient of hydrogen ion is not affected
by the presence of macro ion. in soluticns cantaining both macro ion
and added saLt, the aetivity ccefrtcient o' f hydfogen ion is detemined
madrily by its ionie atrposphere. So the apprcximation is expected to
be vaLid. However,in the case of no added salt, this ianie attnosphere
is n6 lcmger present and hydrcgen iGns axe subject to lange eleetro-
static fieid produced by rnacrc ions. Iherefore in this sltuation,
the validity beccxnes doubtful.
--
(2O)-
FESuams
Itiey!IEia!2El,12,!izbMt
• [[b check the reversibility of the titration, the coineddence
                                            ,of the foyward and the back titrations was examiried with C method.
The results are shown in Mg.113. [[hese results showed that the
precipitation point was different in two cases. The ctiffe.renee was
as large as O.5-O.9 pH unit. Thus the titration ctu7ve showed a hysteresis,
but the difference of pH was small in contrast to the iarge differtiYice
in the precipitation points. !n the regton where the hysteresis was
observed, the system existed in two phases in the case of the forward
titration, whereas in the back titration still remained in a single
s61utian phase. However this hysteresis was prcved to be reduced to
less extent, if langer pertod was adepted between two successive
addition of HCI in the baclc titration. Tb rnake eiear this situation,
the foUowing experiments were undertaken.
        At rtrst, the system (Cp=O.O05 N, rns=O.050 rnoiaL) was broug*it
into the state of c(mtplete randan coil. This was effeeted by the D
method and the degree of dissociation of the system was adjusted to
be O.80 . [[he pH was measured and the coincidence with C method was
const]med. [[hen to this solution HCI was added to give the Åí!xial state.
After the equilibration of the system at 250C for more than a day, the -
pH was agajJi measured. This value may be considered to represent the
vaLue of the baek titration with D rnathod. IEhe results are shown by
tr!iangles in IMg.Ka). This figure shows us the,ecmpiete coineidenee
                'be9ween the forward and the back titxaticms.
                          '
          '
       /t
                 '
                            '
                        '
          .. •-(21)--.
Ng. 13• Reversibility and tirTe dependenee of the titraticxi curves.
Solid Unes; forwar,d with the C method.
Dotted Unes ; ba,ckward with the C TTethod.
Qpen edrcles; forward with the D rrethod.
[[tr?iangles; badcward with the D method.
chain ]ines;. forward with tlrie D method Without added salt.
( a) Po ty mer ccsci oent rati cut , O. O05 N.
   Icnic strength (in rnolal)s
    (a) O, (b) O.OIO, (c) O.Ol8, (d) O.054, (e) O.096, and (f) O.21Z.
(b) Polymer ccnoentratian, O.OIO N.
   Xanic strength (in rnolal)s
    (a) O, (b) O.O14, (c) O.O19, (d) O.048, (e) O.093, and (f) O.re7.
Arrows represent points where preeipitates dissolve or appear.
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        [[hough the C rnethod gave alTnost constant pH rea(Å}fngs, the
change oÅí pH ulth longer time scale was examined. ![his was done by
the cheek of the coincidenee between C and D rnethods. For the systen
containing salt, the eoincidenee was satisfactory. rn the ease of no
added salt,however, D method gave a eonsiderably lower value than C
method, though this differenee was restrtcted to those oLreside the
mmdcm coil regton. [[hese results are also shcwn in IMg.i3.
    ' ]iri srmzing these two exper!iJnents, the reversibiMty and
the tirne dependenoe ef pH, we rnay conclude the followings.
        lll}e D rnethod gave an equilibrium value. Ebccept for the no
adde6 salt system, th(llc method also gave the sarne result$. ![he obseiived
hysteresis with the C method seened to be responsible for the back
titration. With lcmger perLod between two suceessive additicn of aedd,
the back titration beecmes closer to, and finally coincides with the
forwaxtl ane or those given by the D method. For higher polymer
cdricentration(O.050 N and O.025 N), D method was employed throughout.
!Ihus al1 data presented in this paper are considered to be equtlibrium
values.
        For the system with no added salt and higher polymer concentration
(O.050 N and O.025 N), the values pH L log•$.isz• did not tend to pKo
but increased slightly utth decreasing oc to zero. [[hese features rnay
be responsible for the shortage of •taine for the equtUbration of the
system under these eonditions. If it is to be the ease, the data
copeerning these state ean not be eonsidered to be. equtUbrdum ones.
    '
                        --(22)--
lhe period of the e(lui]ibration was th]ree days in these cases, and
lcmger period than this eaused the change of the eoncentrations of
the ccmponents , perkaps due tl;the evaporation of water. [n any way,
whether the state of equlUbrium was attained in these eases or not
could not be decided. Cn the other hand, the.possibiUty that ec did
not be correctly assessed can not be excluded also.
-(23)-
Modtfied Plots.
    Zt is weli known that potentiometric titration of po]yelectro]ytes
                                         70-72are well described by the folloving ecluation.
   'pH=pK.+1.g 1.ct-.+Ok4f34 g.Gel (3)
Heire Gel is the eleetrostatic free energy of' a po]yelectrolyte chain
                                         'having v cinarges. With degree of po]yrnerdzation,x, v can be written
as follows;v = ct x, Ko and ct represent the intrinsic dissoeiation
ecmstant of dissoedable sites and degree of i(mizaticm respective)yi
]h the present ease, chargo-incependent cootrtbutton is alse tncluded in
Gel, 7his contribution arises from that the eonformattcnal equiMb]ftum
between B-structure and random cal1 is present in the system. Moreover,
if th.e dwo conforTnations have diftkerent intrinsie dissoeiation ecmstants,
the term pK. in eq.(3) should be regarded as representing a sultable
                                                         'averagp quantity.
    Exarrples of modiftied plots, pH--iog#if[l:ct vs.ct , are given in
-IMg.14. Xn these ]ptgures a titratian eurMe shows a maxtmum and a rdxrLrmm
for rnost cases and thus exhibits a ccnformational transition. I"rvm the
eonformational studies of the previous section, it is ecmrtmed that
the po]yrner is in 3--structure at 1ov cegree of ionization, and cxi increasing
pH, electrostatic repulsion prevails the stabiUzing forces (hydrogpn
bonds and 1rydi7ophobic interactious) and ptnaity the potymer beeomes a
randorn ceil at high deg77ee of ionizatian. However, the assigpments of
pure random eal1 and pure B-str.ucture regians are shown to be i?ather
difficult if eorrpared with the hetix--cal1 transition. ![he extrepolaticn
to zero degpfee ef ionizatien frem random coil regton is long and a:ioitrary.
                           •-(24)-
Mg. 14.              ctPlots of pH -
                vsectg
            1-or
SoUd lines; emperimental data.
Dashed Unes; Extrapolated cui7ves ecxtn7esponding
            B--structure or randgm eat].
(a) PotyTrer conoentration, O.O05 N.
   Icnic strength (in molal);
   (a) O, (b) O,OIO, (e) O.Ol8, (d) O.05", (e)
(b) Polymer concentration, O.OIO N.
   Ianic strength (in rnolal);
    (a) O, (b) O.O14, (e) O.OZ9, (d) O.048, (e)
(e) Po]ymer ccncentration, O.025 N.
   Xcniestrength (in rnolal); '
   (a) o, (b) e.o2s, (c) o.oso, and (e) o.llo.
(d) Po]ymer cencentration, O.050 N.
   Xcmic strengh (in molal);
   (a) O, (b) O.050, and,(e) O.ilO.
tmws represent precipitation points.
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t[heref gre in the case of helix•-cal1 transition, the extrapolation ha$
been mainly made from heUcal regian. Xn the present case, the B regten
is pepresented by a more cux.ved zane than he]ical region, so the extra-
polation fr,orn 6 regten is also art)itrary. With these situatiens, the
detemination of the intereept or pKo in eq.(.3) was not suceessful, For
the values of pKo between 3.8 and '".2, we can draw curved Unes ecnsistent
for aU data abtalned (exoept for the no added salt cases with high
potymer ccmeentrations). [[herefore we tentative]y assurrre the valve bf
pK. Po be 4.0 for this polypeptide. [[his value is 1ow corrpared with that
                         67of poty-bglutarnde acid(4.5)
                           ,but is higher by uniby than that of poty-
S-earborymethyl-bcysteine(3.o)69. '
  • [[tLtrations of the monomer, S-cart)oryetby1-Ircysteine, were also
can7ied out. The values of pK2 of the rrrcmomerwas found to be ".O.
     Xt must be stated that the possibiUty ean not be neglected that
two canfarmaticns, random cal1 and B-strueture, have different values
of pKo, althougS) we have detemined pKo in the al)ove extrapoiation
assuning that both canfomati(ms have the same intrinsie dlssoclation
ccnstant.
.-
(25)-
Extended Henderson-Hasselbacl) uation.
     lihe titration curves may be anaJyzed in another way using the extended
Hendersan--Hasselbach equation,
  '
          pH=A+B log l-or.. • (4)
where A and B are the imctions of ms and C p but independent of or.
Exarmples Df the Henderson-Hassel6ach plots, log l g ct vs. pH, are shovin
in Eig.15. [[his plot gave two straight ]!xies on both sides of higher
                                                              tand lower, pH regions,con7esponding to r)andcm coil and B-structurelrespectively.
It may be easily seen that the transition is exhibited more elear.ly in
these plots than in the modified plots. So the cnssigrvrents of three
reg;ions, r'andan eoil,B-structure,and transition regian,were rnade with
the'se plots. Even in this plot, in the case of low ionic strength, the
region corresponding to pure B-structure is so narrow that we can not
get the corvespar}ding stralght line. [the obtained values of parameters
A and B are listed in [rable V!. [[he pax'arneter A is largpr in B-structure
than that in random coii, and is seen to be a linear, function of log m
                                                                  s
for both eases dh7om Ing.16. Contrary to this, the dependence of B on
both ionic strength and canformation is not clear and seems to be independent
of these factors. ' '
    Although the extrapolations in the rnodirted plots were made with'
the aid of the extended Henderson-Hasselbach equation, the values of pH
given by this equation were scmewhat higher at low or region. So drawir}g
a curve throilerin these points gave,ari unreasonable extrapolatian. This
iiiileta]t?eiYe:liPtnredggeReXhdeersillretpt}tiasOsfeihbeachvaiYo:g.ofLtheiinearapproximation
                                                              '
                                                   '
                           '
                                 ''
                          -•(26)-
                              '
Ng. 15. [[he Hendersen-Hasselbaeh plots.
    (a) Po]ymer canoentratian, O.O05 N.
        Xcnic streng;th (in rnolal);
        (a) o, (b) o.Olo, (c) o.O18, (d) o.054,
    (b) Polymer ecxicentration, O.OIO N.
        I(mic strength (in molat);
        (a) o, (b) o.ol", (c) o.olg, (d) o.o4s,
    (c) Potymer canoentration, O.025 Ne
        Icnic strength (in mo1al);
        (a) o, (b) o.o2s, (c) o.oso, and (d) o.
    (d) Po]ymer cetieentration, O.050 N.
        Icnic strengtin (in molal);
        (a) O, (b) O.050, and (c) O.ilO.
    Armows represent precipitation points.
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EXtended Henderscm-HasselbachE(l uati on .
Randcffn CoU B-Structure
C (N)
p
  m
   s(rnolal)
A B A B
O.O05 -     o
O.OIO
O.020
O.050
O.100
O.200
6
5
5
5
4
4
.Ol
.53
.47
.o6
•90
.60
i.72
lg69
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5
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•71
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O.OIO
•
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.46
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5
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rug• i6 (a). Dependenoe of the pararreter, A in the extended Henderson-
Hasselbaeh equation on icmLc strength.
(a) B•-structure. (b) Random coil.
Potymer conoentrations;
((D) O.O05, (O) O.OIO, (O) O.025, and (O) O•050 N•
Mg. 16 (b). Eependenoe of the paraJreter B in the extended Henderson-
                                             f
Hasselbacih equation (m ionic strengths
(a) 3-str,ucture, (b) Random coil.
Potymer coneentrations;
(<D) O.OOi (O) O.OIO, (O) O.025, and (O) O.050 N.
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DISCUSSION
Nonelctrostatic Free Ener chan for B--Coil [Ilransition.
     ]in the modified plots the area bounded by pure ajur,ve, expertmental
data, and pure coii curve has been shown64,67 to yiexd AG , the non-
electrcstatic free energy difference per mole of residue between B --
structure and random coil. As mentioned earlier, both extrapolation
and intercept (pKo) in rTx)dified plots are somewhat arbltrary, so
obtained AG TmAst be taken as such. Errors in pKo alter the magpitude
of AG , but affect iittle its dependence on polymer caneentration or
ionic strength. Qn the other hand errors in extrapoiations inf1vence
both magnitude and the dependence. FrDm ]Mgure, 14 extrapo]ations are shown
  .'to be fatrty good for higher ionic strength ( more than O.05 molal), '
whereas in water they are quite arbitrary, so AG in water is unreMable.
in Figure 17, AG is plotted agatnst"'m- s for var?ious po]"Tmer concentrati(ms.
                                                       -1At the po]"rmer concentration ef O.O05 N,l)G is 815 cal mole
                                                         in water
and reduces to 470 cal rnole-1 at higher ionie strength (O.2 molal).
Contrary to the case oÅí helix-eoil transitionS AG inereases with po]ymer
ccmcentration. At the ionic strengSh of about O.1 molal, AG increases
                                -1
     -it17om 48Q caL moZe
                 to 760 cal mole
                                  eorrespondlng to the chango in
po Lyrner concentration frDm O.O05 N to O.050 N. C[hese tigures are quite
laa7go compared with that of poly-I)-glutairrtc aeld at the same eondition,
(ca. 16o caL mole-1)g7 [[his difference may be ascribed to the hy(hmphobic
interaction between side chalns in B--structure, whieh will be weaker
in the case of ct-helix '
    Zf' hydrophobic tnter,action plays an irrpor'tant role to stabilize
                           -(27)•--
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energy changp for 3-eoil transition.
 ((D) O.O05,. (O) O.OIO, (O) O,025, and (Q) O.050 N.
Oe5"
the B--structure, it is interesting to see the contribution of methylene
grDup to this interaction. wath the sane polynEr coneentration(O.OIO N)
and ionic strength (O.i mo1al), AG for po]"r--S-carboryetinyl-bcysteime
([n]= O.i7 dl.lg in O.2 M NaCi) is 630 eai moie-1, whereas that
for poly-S--carboxyrrpthyl--L-cysteine ([n] =.O.23 dl.lg in O.2 M NaCl)
is'sio cai moie-i.69 [[herefere]roughiy speaking, with intrcxiucing a
                                   ;
methylene grpup into side chain B-structure is stabilined by about
120 cal mole-1.
     Zt shouLd be pointed out that in the ease of heUx--eoil transitian
AG is identical to the standard free energy change, since cratic
term R[r ln cp has the sarrp magpttude fgr both conformations. [n the
'caSe of B-coil t27ansition, we don't know the dependence of nen-•
eiectrcstatic ftree energy on po]"rmer concentration in che B-strueture.
                                                            '71ius AG expresses the nonelectrostatic fh7ee energy difference
in this case.
However,, the difference in AG , 120 cal mole-l
, due to the increase
of a rnethylene group, represents the difterence of the standard
f)7ee energy changp accorrpar"ring B-coil tmsition between two different
                                                     'B-structures formed by different poZyrrxers, becamse the comparison is
                                                 'made at the sanp polyrrpr eoncentration.
-(28)-
![he Content of 3-Strueture.
    Xri the case of chargo induced eonfo]maticmal transition, it is
known that in the transitian regton of the transition the eoncentrati(ms
of potymer in eaCh ccmformati(m ean be ealcuiated ftrDm the titratioa curves.
    In the present case, it was shown that the Hendersan-Hasselbaeh piot
pemits to di.stinguish the regtons of pure B-structinre,pure random eall,
and the transki(m on a titratien curve. Cbnsequent]y, at a gtven pH,
the cegxee of icxiization, of pure B-structure,aB, and of pure randorn
eeii, ctc, can be estimated f)7om this piot. [[hen the ccntent of B-structure,
fB, at a gtven pH will be given by
     fB =( "e -' ct)l( ctc ""6) (5)
  ' When the system is under phase separatan, it would be possibie that
the degree of icnizatian of the B-strueture in soluticn differs frDm that
of the precipitates. However the vaice of ctB 6btalned frorn tihe Hen(iersen-
Hasselbaeh plots may be general]y regarded as the averags) degree of
ionization of the B-structure, in soluticn and in preelpitates. So the
content of B-str'uctu]7e cl)tained th?om eq.(5) depends on the assunpticn
that the po]yrners in the precipitates are in B•-structure. Ii' we take
into ccmsideratian the results of the ccmformational studies on soUd
state of the present po]ymer, this assurrption wiil be quite reasoneiole.
[[he eontent of B-str.ucture thus obtatned is plotted in )tig.18 against
degree of ionization.
    Xn the case of heUx-calZ transitian, it was shown that the he Lical
car)tent can be abtained from speetroscopie data as weli as f2rom titration.
[[he coincidence between themhas been reported to be versr gpod.67
                           ..(29)-
ELg. 18. Conformational titration curves.
(a) Po]ymer eoneentration, O.O05 N.
   Icnic'strengtin (in moial);
   (a) o.ols, (b) o.os", (c) o.og6,
(b) Po]ymer ccmcentration, O.OIO N.
   Ianie strength (in mo1al);
   (a) o.olg, (b) o.o4s, (c) o.og3,
(c) Polyrner coneentration, O.025 N.
   Icnic strength (in molal);
   (a) O,025, (b) O.e50, and (c) O.
(d) Pp]yrner' coneentratign, O,Q5Q N,
   Mcrxie strength (in moial);
   (a) O.050, and (b) O.llO.
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     Contra y to this, in the case of B-structure-random cal1 transition,
che state of pure B-strructure is gpneraity inaccessible to the spectrc"-
scopic measurements, since the phase separ'ation oecurs before the pure
B-structure is attained in solution. Of eourse excepticms to the gpneraU-
zation of this staternent are present in some speclal conditicms, extremety
Xow poZymer caneentration and iow i(mie strength. Ihe very situation
invoived in the staterrent rrakes the potentiometrie titratian be a more
important rneasurement than those of speetrcseopy in the studv of S--co"
                                                             'transitian.
    Since the centent of B-structure can be estimated only ftom titration
data, we examine the relation between fB and the confoimation--dependent
opPic.al properties. Xn Ng.19, [e]223, the rrvagpttude of the negative
circula]7 dichmie band at 223 rr"i, is piotted against fB. [[hts dichroic
band has been shown to be dependent an canformation in Sectioa 2. A
Unea]? reiation between fB and [e]223 is sh(wn to hoid mpproxtrnately,
                          'and the valwe of [e]223 for pure B-structure is shcwn to be about
-ZO,OOO deg.cmZdeofmole for the present potypeptide.
-( 30)..
ptg. ]9. Relation between B-content, fB, and [e]223.
(a) Polymer caneentration, O.O05 N.
   Icnic strength (in molal)s (O) O.030, (O) O.SO.
(b) Po]yrrer coneentration, O.OIO N.
   Xcnic strength (in •molal);
   (o) o.olo, (o) o.o2o, (e) o.oso, (e) o.ioo, and
(e) PoZymer ccricentration, O.025 N. .
   Xcntc strength (in molal)s (O) O.050, and (O) O.
(d) Polymer concentration, O.050 N.
   Icnicstrength (in molai); a) O.050, and ro).O
(e)
no.
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    A few eornrnents rnay be added here on the potentiometrtLe titration
aecoirpanying phase separation, whiel) was first investigated by Understry6m-
    73
      . Ihe Linderstrrirn-Lang's treatment was later extended by ShatkayLang
and ivttchaeu74
, who derived a rnore gpneral relation. ilrom these theories
it could be expected to denlve that a disc{mtinuous change should occur'
cn a titratian cu]?ve whenever phase separation occurs, if the degre6s of
icnization are different in both phases. 7his behavior ean be seen on
the titration curves rneasixred by Shackay and Mchaeli, for which the
degree ef ienization was found to be nero in the precipitates.
     [n the present system cor}taintng po]y-S-carbo)"rethyl-L--qysteine
and added salt, the precipitates are separated out from the solution at
low i(mizations, where the polymer,is rnost]y or parvt]y in th(l(B -strueture.
However, the titration cu]7ve ccnnects ccmtinuous]y before and after visible
preelpitates are fonrEd. [Ihis extraordinary behavior eneountered in
the present system ean not be proper]y interpreted unless the investigations
                                                                    'on the state uncer phase separation is mace. ' '
-(31)-
4. Sodium CounterIon Activit ofPo -S-cart)o e 1-rr steine,
XntroduetiGn
     Counter ien activity is a measure of the interactions between
counter ions and polyious. EleetrDstatic interaction has been ecnsidered
to play an import ant role in tctemining counVer ian aetivity. this
interactian is str(mgly cependent (in the eleetrostatic potential of
the domain where distributicxis of po]ymer segrnents are rather dense.
[[his potential, in tum, is detemined by the cha]?go oensity of thag
domain in terms of the Palssou equation. [[herefore the cha?ge density
on a potyicxi and poLymer conoentration are the most important quantities
to determine the thermdynamic pmperties of potyelectro]yte solutlons
without added salt. General]y, the el)argo densit"r is depen(*)nt (m chain
eonformatian as well as oa degree of neutraUzation. 1itor randornly called
polyelectrolyte, however, it has been shown that the electrostatic
interactians of polyions with their counter iens can be weil deseribed by
           63
              So in this ease, the chax,ge density is ceternined bya rod rnodel.
moiecular structure, such as distanee between neighbortng dlssoelable sites,
and becomes Unea2?]y prQportional to cegree of neutraUzation irrespective
of real chain contiguration.
    Counter ian activity coefÅíieient has been shown to increase with
decreasing degpee of neutraUzatien. Ctn the other hand, the depencence
of the activity eoeffielent cm polymer eoneentration has been shcwn to
be net determined uniqvety.75 ![he cependence on potymer concentratioa
'was treated theoreticaMy and interpreted dve to the differende in chargo
        76density .
                           --(32)..
    In the case of chargpd potype'ptioes, however, conformatioanl changes
usualZy occui? accompanying the ct)ange in pH of solutions. Since different
confonnaticns have different charge densities at the sane cegree of
neutraUzation, activiby coeffiofent of counter i(ms is expected to refleet
the effects of conformntienal transiticms.
    ,counter icn aetivity has been• investigafed on several potypeptides.77-81,97
                                               Qthe depencenoe of the activiby coefptofent an potymer eeneentration has
                                                              77•-eobeen chiefty exandned for the case of fu1ty neutraUned potypeptides.
[[he effect of ecmformatianai chango has been ai$o examined,8i,97 ana it
has been found that the changp of activity coefptelent rBanifests the
he u x- con transiti cn . 97
    .]in the present investigation, eouater ian activiby of poly-S-
carboxyethyl-JLe-cysteine neutraUzed to vartous degrees with sodiurri hydro)cide
is investigated in two different ways. [[he counter ien activity of the
po]ymer in salt-fhree soluticns is detemined either directly Åírom the
e.rn.f. rreasu]rements of concentration celis ibmed aerpss a Nar-glass
electrode, or ftrorn the potentiometrtc titrations at different icnic
strengtin by means of a theory recentty ceveloped by oosawa82 based on
                                  xthe assunp ti an of the addi ti vi ty r•u Le .
                                                  83-85
ee The additiviby rule has been established enpinlcalty,
                                                   A cording
to this rule, counterian origtnating frDm apolyeleetrc]yte and rncbile
ians originating Åírvm added salt rrvake independent contrttbuticns to coZUgative
properwties of potyeZectroLyte selutions with added salt. ttheoretieal
                                                                  87-90 ,9 8investigati(ms on this subject have been eanted out by severaZ authms.
                          -( 33)-
     In the previous sectians, the present potypeptide has been shcwn to
' undergo the B-random eoil transition depending cn the pH of' the solutions.
 At high degree of neutraUzaticm, po]yrTer chains are in random eoil
 ccnformation. CM reduci.ng degree oÅí neutralization, potymer chatns beeorrp
 more densety codled and hydrogen bonds betweerp peptice gromps rnay begin
   5e fDrhaed
      . resulting in the pleated'sheets. [these pleated sheets rnay f'Lllmber
 to
                                                                     '
 assoofate in tenrs of the hydrophobic interaction between sice chalns of
 different pieated sheets, to gtve three dimensicnaL agg77egates,i.e.' B-
 structure. As cegree of neutralization is more redueed , assoctation
 into both two and three dimensicsciaJ ways becorrps more prevaiUng, and
 the Cransitian to B-structure becorrps more corrplete. [[his canforTnational
 transition can be cetected in terms of optical prcperties. For example,
 tl}e residve elliptiedty of the negative elrcuLai7 dichroic band at 223
 mp, [e]223, has been shown to varsr from about -3,500 to about -iO,OoO
 when r)andom coil are transformed into B-str,ueture.
                                                ,
     in the present study, the activity eoeffiofents of counterions are
 obtained corresponding to random coil conforamiian, the transition regton,
 and 3•-strueture. E[he dependenee bf the activity coeffiofent on both
 degpee of neutraUzatiou and po]ymer cancentration are examined for the
 three different states. For randorn eoil state, the resuLt will be eonpared
 with those of other po]ypeptides previously reported. This corrpar,iscxi will
                          t
 rnake it clear whether random y coiied polypeptides can a]so be deserttbed
 by a rod mocei in respeet to counter ion activity.
     On the other hand, the results abtained for B-strueture wili be
 expeeted to afford vat3qabZe informations cenceming the electrostatic
 prqperties ef tihis pardcutar conformatian.
                           --(34)"
El2ggtglgsn!ELI]? ,xmetl
Materials .
                                                       '
    [[he po]yelectro]yte saTrples enplqyed were poty-S-carbo)cyethyl-•l)-
cysteine B622AIAI and H920W. Reagent grade sodiurn chiaride was used without
twther puriftLcation. ![he value of e.m.f. of water used (pH>6.0) was
always larger, in magr)itude, than that eo]sresponding to the sodium
ehlar'ide solution having pNa of 4.0.
E.M.F. pteasuremehts. •
    ![he activity of sodium icms was detemined by the measurernents of
e.m.f. of the •cancentratiou cel]s after the method of Ise et al,9i,92
CaMbraticns or a Na-glass electrode (}Ioriba No.]582) were earnried out
with seven sodtum chlar!ide soluticms, t[he aetivity ef sodlum ien$ in
                                                     -4these referenee solutiens was in the rarigp f)r,om i.O to ixiO
                                                      molal,
A linear' relaticxi between 6bserved e.m.f. value and loga=tthm of the
activi'ty was always (*)talned witih Nernstian slope for the rango where
the activity was larger than about 2.5 x iO-3 molal. thus the activity of
sodium ions could be preedse ty detemined by the glass electrode onty
when it was 1arger than this value. [[his situaticm prevented us ftom
the detemination of the activity at 1ov cegree of neutralizaticn ct, if
potyTner ccxieentratiens were 1ow. At high polymer ccncentraticxi, rreasv[re-
npnts were not undertaken for the regicxi of ct smaller than O.25, where
                                  'preedpitates appeared.
    The values of the slQpe of the caUbratien data 6btained ftom more
than ten times caMbrati(ms were in the rango ftom 58.8 to 59,9 mV7PNa.
[[heoretical value for the slope is 59.2 mVZPNa at 25.00C. An exarrple of
                          -(35)-
               ctatq
the calibration is illustrated in lifg.20.
     Befcme and aeter a series of meastirernents eaUbraticms with seven
referenee solutians were made. Before Emd after a rneasurement of each
sanpie solution e.rn.f. of a dilute reference solution (pNa is 1arger
than 3.0) was measured. Xf two e.m.f, values .of the referenee solution
diffe.]red mcrt'e than 2mV, the data<ge9tre dlsearded.
     [[he measurements of e.m.f. were carried out with a Hitaehi-•HQrdba
Model F•-5X pH rneter by using its expanded scale and ecmmected with a
1{itaehi ModeZ QPD-53 reccn7der. [[he precision of the measurements was
ti mV. [[he eorrespending errar in activity eoefficient was about 8.7%,
if tiwe relative errcn7 in e(mcentration was assurred to be 1%, whidh was
the maxtmurn value in the present investigation. ![hus if aetiviby ccefti-
cient abserved is O.80 ( tine maxtrmm value appearing in the present
measurements), the couresponding error is e.07 ct7 tO.035.
     [[he reproducibility was very good for the measurernents of a soluti(m
(within l rnV), wherea$ the reprodualbiUty for the TTeasurerrpnts of
several soluticms with the same eorrpositicms was not gpod and somgtinps
exceeded the rangp ouigtnating ftom.the preeision of e.m.f. rneasurenpnts.
     Observed e.m.f. values increased, in rnagpitude, with tirre and
reached stati(mary valves after about ten ninutes. When contaiTrtnation
of KCI f)7om calome1eiectrode began te occur, the e.rn.f. value suddenly
deereased to a large extent and thus it couid be checked.
     No chango of e-.m.f. values was 6bserved mpon the addition of HCr
to sodium chloride soluticns, if the activity of s(xllum icns was higher
than 10n3 molal and pH was higher than 5.0. Zn the present study, the
                        ' -(36).-
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Ng. 20. Calibraticn of the Na-glass e le ct rode . 3 Observed data. - - - ; [[heeretical line.
pH regtan of the polymer soluticns exerrLned was always higher than 5.5
and the effect of pH cn e.m.f. measurerTpnts was negUgible.
    [[he e.m.f. was measured at 25Å}O.50C. Solutions were rnatntained at
the sane temperature before rreasurerrents for dwo om three days. E.m.f.
measurerrpnts were performed under the atrrnsphqre of nitrogen passed
through a concentrated sodium hydr6xice solution and through disti11ed
water.
    Coucentratians of potymer and added salt, denoted by % and irls:
respectivety, are expressed in molaUty seale. The po]ymer coneentratians
exambaed were O.O05,O,OIO,O.025,and O.050 rronomo]al,i.e., residve nDle
per i kg of water.
-•
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RLt;SULTS
ActivLty Coeflricient from E.M.F. Measurenents.
     In Ngures 21--24 the activity coeffiofents of sodiurn icms in salt-
                                                     '
t.
Åíree solutions, y+, are represented by edrcles. ]Mgures 21 and 22 shov ,
                                                                  'that two sarrples exarraned gave essentialty identical results.
                                         '
    ,Zn random cal1 state where degipe of neutra]ization ct is eonsiderab]y
high, y+ inereases with Ctecreasing a. Fhxrther deerease of ct cau$es the
conformtianal transitian, nevertheiess y+ stiil increases. At 1ow polymer
eancentrations, as shown in Itigures 21 and 22, the transition fh7om random
                                                               'cail to B-strueture is far frorn ccilrpleted at the iowest ct attained in the
e.m.f. rneasurements. ![hus the dependence of y+ on or sear,ee]y extiibits
                                                                  '
th9 e.ffeet of che conformationsl transition. dn the otherhand, as shcwn
in EigLnee 2ij, the e.m.f. measurerrents cover the entire region of the
couforrrational transiti(m for high potymer cancentration, though the pure
B-structure regton is not involved. In this case, the activity coefrtclent
ciearty decreases with deereasing a, if' B--structure is c(msidernb]y fomed.
In ELgure 24, y+ reaches a value of O.44, which is the rninirmm value attained
                                                                     'without phase separatian. Xt rr3ay be safe]y assurned from the data of
alrcular dichroisrn that the f)?action of 3-structure is not srnalleriSytlym
90% at this state($=O.050 rmornoial and oti:O.25), !hus the activiby
eoeffiedent for B-structure is O.44 or somewhat smaller at this state.
    Fbeom the rreasure!rents of e.m.f., counter ion activities both for
random coil and the transiticm regton are cbtained.
                        '
    For random cod1 ccnformticn, the activity coefficient is found to
be dependent cn both cegree of neutraUzation and polymer eencentratien.
                            --( 38)..
Itig. 2 i-2 4. Activ:"I ty coefrtcients of sodiurn ions.
Data f)?om e . m. f. rre as ure rren ts ; (O) B6 22Aw , and (Q) H920W .
Dashed tu}es; data obtalned Åírom titrations.
Vertical Une represents an mpprDximate degree of
neutraUzation belov which thq trnnsitien Åírom random
eoU to 3-structme occurs.
Potymer concentratioms;
O.O05 N (Ng.21), O.OiO N (ELg.22), O.025 N (1ttg.23)1,
and O.050 N (ittg.24).
A dashed Une represented by (b) in Eig.23 represents
tue activity coetcrctent abtatned fteQm the integration
alang a line (b) in rug.26(c), and can be regarded as
re' presenting the mpper Undt for the activity coefrtctent.
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A cormon behavior that y+ inereasds with decreasing a is weil exhibited
in all polymer concentratians exandned. In Ngy]re 27, the activity
coeftiedent for fulty neutraUned potymer is plotted agninst potymer
tt
cancentration. With increa$ing tp, y+ cecreases rather sha3zpty at first,
but the decrease beeornes gradual if rl) is higher than O.OIO rrenomolal,
                                         '[Ihus ,the activity coefÅíLcient deereases with inereasing polyrrer ccneentraticn.
N)is dependence on potymer conoentration is also abserved for other degrees
of neutraUzation ao 1ong as the polymer is in random coil ecnformatior}.
     For thie trensition regton, degree of neutraUzation affects the
aetivity coefÅíicient in two different ways. Rrom Iifgure 2U it is clear'
that the act:vity coefÅíicient decreases with the fomation of B-str'ueture.
                         'Thus .ori redueing degree of neutraMza,ticm the transition to B-structure
is promoted and couseqcentty the activity coefptalent may cecrease.
Qn the other hand, the eleetrostatic interaction between char'god sites
and counter icns beeorres dirninished due to the decrease of ct and ti)is
effect rrev cause the increase of activity coeffialent. C[he observed
dependence of y+ on a in Ingures 21-24 is regarded as a resultant of the
two effects. Erorn these tigures it rnay be eoneluded that the activiby
coefticient decreases with deereasing'ct'if the tr,ansiticn to B-strueture
proceeds to c(msicerable extent and viee versa.
     As corrpared with the two atates, random coil and the transition 2regton,
             ithe aetivity coeffieient tor B--structure was not well elucidated in the
present e.m.f. rneasurements. rt should be noted, however, that a valtre
of O.44 is abtajned as the activity coefptieent for B-structure.
           '
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Activity Coefficient from Potentiometric [[tZtraticm.
     PotentioiTetric titraticn data are taken from the results of the
preoeding sectian(Seetian 3).
     In Eiguire 25(a)--(d), values of pH are plotted agalnst logarithm of
sait coneentratian. Mnear relaticns are shcym to hold both for random
eod1 and B-structure. But this lineariby no 1onger holds for the transition
regtan. For a state correspor}ding to the transition regton, however, we
can estirnate the pH values whieh would be bbtained if c(mforTnational'
transitian would not to occur but potymers were in either cenformaticm
                                        'at the sanp ecnditions. [[hese hypothetical pH values can be estimated in
tenT;? of the extrapolation in Hen(*Drsen-HasseXbach plets of titration
data.•Straight lines in ELgures 25(a)-(d) have been drawn for random
coil state (mpper rtve Unes) and for B-strueture (lower five lines),
with the aid of these hypothetical pH values if neeessary.
    According to oosawa,821i'{fi51<eliangp of pH with sait eoneentration can
be gtven by the foiloving equation.
                                                                 'pH (rrb,ct,rrp) - pH (O,ct,rr}p) = - a log[ 1+ (<yos>ms/y+ct rnp)]• (6)
Here a is defined as follows.
                1 O(Y+ct) ,
                                                                  (7)
    a= 1-
              <Yos> act , .
[n the above equations,cyos> denotes the activity coeffielent of sodlum
ions in sodlum chlordde solutions, averagpd over the conoentration rEutge
f)?om O to ms. According to eq.(6), the pH cl)ange is pr<rportianai to the
logarithm of tihe sale ect)eentrati(m, if the ratio <yos>rrb!y+ct r[b is lar'gP
compared with unity. C[he vaiues of salt ccneentration, Trbes, where the
stralght lines in lngures 25(a)-(d) npet the ck)served pH values in no added
                           -(40)-
Ng. 25. Dependence of pH on salt c(mcentratien.
Random ceii; mpper drive Unes.
            begree of neutraUzation (frDrn top to bottom);;
            O.90, O.85, O.80, O.75,and O.70.,
6-strvuctures 1over five Unes. •
            Degree of neutraUzation (from top to bottom>;
            O.30, O.25, O.20, O.S, and O.10.
(O) :. Experirrental data corresponding to either random ceil
    or B-structure.
(e) :, E)rperirTentai data carrespcnding to transitian regton.
(O); lntereepts obtained by extrapolation of stratght Unes.
     (see text)
(O); For this point, the value of pH corrresponding to pure
    randorn calX in no added saZt case was evaiuated in tems
    of the extended Hendersan"Hasse "Dach equation.
Potymer concentraticns; (a) O.O05, (b) O,OIO, (c) O.025, (d) O.050 N.
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sait cases are shcwn to satisfy th' e fonowing reiatien.82
     `Yos'Ms" -"' Y+ct Mp (8)
Er,om this equation y+ can be obtained and these results are a]so shcwn in
ptgures 21-24 with a dashed line drawn for high ct regton. In the present
study the regtan of pure B-structure can not be diserirrdnated if adced
aslt is absent. So the appneabitiby of tnis proeedure is restrieted to
random eoil regton.
    Hovever, we ean derive an aitemative proeedure to evaluate Y+J.'
Xntegration of eq.(7) yielas, .
    y.=cygS' Seca-a) dct ' (g)
                  o[[hus from the slope,a, we ean cbtain y+ in tems of eq.(9). This proeedure
is• applieable even when the data in the ease of no added salt are not
available. As seen from Iifgures 25(a)-(d), for randorn cal1 state we can
get the slopes cnty when or is higher ttian O.70. So the integratian in eq.(9)
could not be perfomed beeause the extrapola.tion of <yos>(1- a) to eFO
is qutte difficult. (in the otherhand, for B•-structure, this procedure is
a msefui one since the previoms proeedure in terms of eq.(8) is not
applicable. In Iiliepaes 26(a)-(d), cyos>(1 -- a) or equlvalentty e(y+ct)/act
is plotted agalnst ct. In the Umit that ct approaches' nero this quantity
is expected to tend to unity. However, for B-structure, <Yos>(1 -- a) iS
shown to be alrnost ccutstant and independent of ct. Iherefore in the
evaluation of y+ for 3-structure in terms of eq.(9), the integration wes
made along the horizontal Mne abtained. In this approxirnation Y+ is
                                                       'constant and coineddes with <yos>(1 - a). [[he results are atso sh(wn
in Etgures 21-23 with a dashed Une drawn for iow ct regton.
                           --(4i)•-
Ng. 26 . Relatian between <yos>(J -- a) and a.
(a) Potsrrrer eoncentration e.O05 N• <yos> = e
(b) Polsrner concentr,ati(m O.OIO N. <yos> = O
(c) potymer ccncentration O.025 N. <yos> " O
(d) Potymer ccneentr,aPipm O.050 N•'<yos> " O
Curves (a) and (b) in ptg.26(c) represent the
                  'paths for the incegration inve1ved in eq.(9).
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     Zt should be stated that at the potymer coneentrati(m of O.050 nmomolal,
the available data of tLtration for loui a reglan are so few that the resuits
                                                                     .are somewhat unreliable. IPor this reason the value of y+ for B-strueture
at this potymer ecnoentration has not been evaluated.
     Fhr)orn the potentiometric titraticms the counter icn aetivities both
                                        'for random coil state and B-structure are abtalned. However this method
    '
informs us nothing about the behavior of the aetiviby coeffielent in the
transi ti an ]re gt on .
                                                             '
     For randorn coil conformation, the results agree well with those f)7om
                                                                'e.m.f. measurements. [[his can be seen from ingures 21-24.
    For 3--strueture the activity eoefdZeient is extremely small if we
cgrrpare with that for random eoil at the sane degree of neutraUzatian.
![his ecnclusicn is c(msistent wZth that derived from e.rn.f. TTeasurerrents.
[[he activity coeffielent is found to be almost independent of degree of
neutralization. Hovever, this behavior is abserved for relativety 1ov
degree of neutraUzaticm (ct<O.3). Moreover, the dependence on degree of .
neutraUzation was not abtatned at the po]ymer coneentration of O.050
monomola].` Zn FELgure 27 the activity coefl teient for B-structure is also
plotted against po]ymer caneentration.these data eorrespond to the state
that a is O.25. [[he result obtained Sftrom e.m.f. rTpasurements is represented
with a haif-filled eirele. [[he data corresponding to other po]yrrer
concentrations are abtained th?orn titrations and represented with pt11ed
eircles. YhDm thts figure it is seen that the activttcy eoefÅíS.ctent
inereases when po]ymer ccmeentration is raised. [[his conelusion should
          'be accepted, however, with the reservaticxis described below. ELrst, the
               '
                           -(42)-
dependenee shcwn in Mgure 27 comibesponds to a degree of neutraUzation
of O.25. Fer other degrees of neutraUzation, the same conclusion is
abtained for the conoentration range mp to O.025 rmomolal. Second,
the values of activity eoefÅíieient shptm in Eigure 27 are of approxirnate
nature. [[he valve at the potymer eoncentratian of O.050 monornolal is
somewhat largpr than true oae, since the transiticm ft'om random cal1 to
3-structure is shown tQbe ineorrplete under the ccndition (rrb=O.050
and ct=O.25). For other values obtained f)rDm titraticxis, they are smalier
than true ones because of the mpproximation used in the integraticm'
involved in eq.(9). An estirnation is made to evaluate the errors dve to
this approximatian. ![he result gtves that the maxtmurn valve of the
aetiptty coefrtcient censistent with experirrental data represented in
ELg3xres 26(a)-(c) i$ about O.qO foy each po]ymer cedeentratica. Taking
into aceount these two r'eservaticms described above, the possibiliby
can not be negieeted that counter.ian activiby eoeftielent is aimost
                                                t.insenitive to potymer cancentrabi(m.
    ]Mnalty, it should be neted tihat the results of the activity eoefÅíi.-
cient abtained from potentiornetnic titration are based cn the assunption
of the ad di ti vi ty ru ie , expeni rrental ve r{L fi cati on of whi ch has not been
worked out an the present po]ypeptide-added salt system. '
-(43)-
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DISCUSSION
[[he Additivity Rule.
     As shcwn in Eigures 21-24, for random coil canformation the values
of activity coefft'cient abtained from potentiorretnlc titrations are'
in good agreement with those frcm direct meas.urements. Ihis codncidenee
conptrms that counter ion activity has been correctty detemined in
present stuCty and further suggpsts that the additivit"r rule holds for the
present sys,tem if polymers are in random ceil ccmformation.
    In the transition region, pH does not change in proportion to logar'ittm
of salt con oent rati an . [[his beh avi or imp lies ch at the addi ti vi ty ru le
is no"v satis:rfLed for the system in this reglen.
   For B--structure, no c(mfirTraticm that the additiviby ruie is satisfied
is present in ccmtrast to the case of random eall ccnformation. Hovever,
as illustrated in Itigure 27, the values of activity cpeffiedent abtatned
f2r}om titration (ÅíLlled circles) are eciisistent with the value dhrDm e.rn.f.
measurernents (ha)f--fil)ed circle). Tvroreover the linearity between pH
and logarithm cf salt ccutcentration is satissted for this particu]ar
canformaticm. Taking into account these resuits, we can assme that the
r'uZe hoias far B-structure.
-(44)-
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     As compared with the data cm other random polypeptides previous ty
reported, tne abserved depenoenoe cn potyrrer eoncentratian is simtlar' to
that of poty-iLr-ovstcate.77'78 dn the other hand, the magpttude of aetiviby
eoeffiedent 6btatned in the present study is sn]aller by about O.1 than those
of other exarrples, if compared in the canoentration range higher than
O•O10 manomolal.77,78,80,81
     If activity coeffiedent of counter ions in randornty codled potypgptice
can be descnlbed by simple intericnic electrostatic interaeticms, then,
present potypeptide should have a larger activity coeÅítielent. [inis
arises because the separation of (ibai?ged site f)7om main elriain is larger
in the `present polypeptide than in others previousty exarTaned,77'"81
and all po]ypeptides have the sarrp separation between adJacent ehargps along
rnatn chain in their fulty extended ccnptgua?aticns. !rherefore the sma11
vaiue of activiby coeftiofent obtained should be c(msicered as the results
of effeets other than sinple interionie electdostatie interacticms, so
lcng as a mod modei' is vaUd for this interaction.
     [[he present potypeptide has side cheins which a]e of more ncmpelar
nature than those of other potypeptices previomsty examined.77,78,80,81
Wnen tntS potypeptide is brDugt)t into aclueous media, the structure of
water becornDs rnore ordered due to the presence of ncnpolar side ct)ains,
and the hydrophobic interacticm between side chains becomes sigptrtcant.
Afte]? the reascming developed by Fi?ank99, eounter ions should be strangtsr
salted-out by the presene potymer than by other potypeptices. {Ihis etfteet
is, hovever, expbeted to result im a ralsing of activity coeffialent of
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counter ions. ![herefore the effect that the present polypeptide serves as
a strong structure-maker can not explain the cbservved 1owering of eeunter
ion ac ti vi ty coe ffi ofent.
    However, an interp]retatian beeorres possible, if we take into
ccmsideration the hydrophabic interaction bebyeen side chains. [[his
interaction is expected to produce some local regtans cm a potypeptide
chain, where several siCke cheins are brought into close eontaet with
each other. ghis local mice11e may be further stabilined by hydrcge4
bonds between peptide gr,omps involved in it. Since every side chatn is
negativety ehargpd, the local nicelle cen not be stable unless eounterions
are bound to it, to sorng extent, to reduoe the electrostatie reputsion
between charged sites. [[his binding camses a cecrease of aetivity eoeffi-
cient of counter i(ms. [[hus we ean interprete the srnall activiby eoeffL-
alent abtatned in the present study in tems of the idea of the lacreSL
micelle. Moreover, the observed dependence of activity eoefÅítcient en
                                                         'potymer caneentratian can be also explained by thLs icea.
    However, the idea of iocal mieeXle is no 1oager than an explanation.
                                  'Moreover, it is not eleqr, at present, whether the idea of iocal rrzLeelle
is cansistent with the additivity ruLe whieh is suggpsted te hold '
apprcximate]y for random coil c(mfoirmatian in the present study.
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Activity Coefficient for B-Structure.
     [[he ch ar'ac te ris ti c fe at ures of coLmte r ion acti vi ty coe fpt al ent for
B--structure obtained in the present stu(ty may be the consequences of the
two properties inherent to this conforrnation. [Ihese aie largo surfaee
chargp density and che eounter ion binding betyeen the pleated sheets.
     A rougSi calculatian shows that the sur'faee chargo density of the
pieated sheet is about tive to six times largor than that of randorilEal1
at the sarre degree of ionization, if the latter is estlrna.ted in terrrS of
a rcd rnodei. {Ihis largo sur}face charge density of the pleated sheet is
undoubtedly a cause for the srnall activity coeftialent abtalned.
                                                              '
     On the other hand, it should be noted that rcairy side chatns are
ineorporated in the inner regton of B-structure. Sinoe a stabe that charged
site is located within ncr)polar envirKmrre. nt is imfavorable, every Charged
sibe of the pleatcd sheet except for that iocated at the surfaoe of a
three dimensianal aggregate rnay probab]y bind a counter ion to neutraUne
its ahia".crf.:. Zt is certain, therefore, that the averagp nurrbers of assoelation
in both two dimensional (number of potymer chains in a pleated sheet)
and three dimensiona2 (nurTioer of the pieated sheets in an aggt7egate) wecys
 and their depencenoes on both cegree of neutralization and potymer
cancentratian are essential factors in detemining the electrtostatic
properties of 3-structure. However, no investigatians have been worked out
in these respects{S;J710further dlscussicm beeomes dlfticult.
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Reiations between twoe ressions for otentionetrdc titration,
    Ec uation (6), togather with E(luaticns (7) and (8), ean be regarded
 as an equation describix)g potentiemetrde titration. C[he extended
 Henderson-Hasselbaeh equatian(Ec uation(4)), on t,he other hand, a]so
 serves for this purpose. rt is pertinent to dertve relations connecting
                                                      '
 these two equations. '
    Itecal]ing that the pa]?arreter A represents the pH when aave, then
 frcm eq.(6) the following resuLts.
  , A(ms)-A(O) at -- a(ee=i12) log[ 1+b(a=Y2)ms] (]2)
 ![hus A is postuiated to vary Mnear,]y with log ms, as has been illustrated
 in Mg.16(a). Ihe siope is nov shown to represent, -a(cF]/2).
.IFmm. eqs.<") and (6) it is earily shown that,
    B logyl2kct = pH(mssa) -- A(ms)= -a iog[i+ bms]-A(ms)+ pH(O,ct).
 Substituting eq.(12) into A(ms) yields,
    B log 1!or = --a log[l + bms] + a(opt1/2) log[1 " b(ax:/2)ms]
                 + pH(O,a) - A(O) . (1lt)
Stn ?ig,' tO:,t-l,ocdi ,\.:(O'S'i."iOi ts(cti,y,g)ms]a(""le' •', [l5,]
Ec uati(ms (12) and (16) are the desired relatiens. '
(Z3)
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5. Effect of reci itation on the behavior of otentiometric
     titration.
        in the potentiometrie titration of po:yelectrc]"rtes it is
 fhrequently observed that precipitates separate out when chargps on
 a polyion become sufrtciently small. It h4s been observed experimentally
 that consicerable changes occtxfr, iri the titration eurve if precipitation
 occurs. Qn the other hand, in the potentiornetric titration of the
 present po]ypeptide.no appreciable change is observed under 'the'
 state of phase separation. ![his pa3rticular behavier Ss pointed out
 in section 3. [[his apparent inconsistency ai7ises frorn the fact that
 the effect o# precipitation on the titration behavlor has not been
` examined systematically. Zt is desirabie, therefore, to exandne the
 effeet in a systematic way and to rnake clear the necessary conditions
 for the absence or the presence of the ehangps due to the precipitatian.
        berivation of the equation for potentiometric titration is
 made in this seetion after the reasaning of Han?is and RiceT2
       In tnis section it is atso ir;tended to inelude the case where
 two different canformtians of the po]yelectro]yte are present in
 the soiution phase.
       t[he effect ot polydispersity is not considered in the present
 treatdent .
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      Let us ccmsider a polyelectrolyte solution eontaining four,
conponents: solvent, e.g.,H20; polyacids alkali,e.g., NaOH ; and
sinple salt,e.g., NaCl. Iet us denote the nurTi)ers of moles of these
conponents in the solution as nw,n p, na,.and ns respectively. Here
it should be noted that Snstead of taking the parttial]"r neutralized
poiyions as an independent component we detine the polyacid and a]kaU
as two independent corrponents. rvkDreover, counter ions frpm a]kalL
and those from sirTple satt axe assmed to be of the sarrE species.
      Since we consider the ehanges at constant terrperature and
pressure, these two variable$ are not involved expUcitLy tn the
present treatment.
Gibbs Åíree energy and equiUbrtum condition.
      Let us denote the number of i(mined sites per polyian as i ,
and the ehemieal potential of hydrogen ion as ]IH. At equlMbrium <i>
or .i4H rnust be determined by the set of three variabies(np/nw,na/nw,nslnw
The equilibriuni 'ccmdition is ' • -
      (aGlai) no
             npsna,nspnw
or
      (aGlai4H)np,na,ns,nw F O
Here G denotes the Gibbs fnree energy of the solution.
      We divide the Gibbs free energy into two parts;
      G. Gpon + Gel
Gel represents the drree energy arising ftrDm the electrcstatic
  '
        '
interactions between chaxgpd particles. However the self.energy of
the po]"rion, the electrostatie interaetion between ehargpd sites in a
PO]yion, is also inciuded in Gei.
              '
                      ' • •-(50)-
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(17)
(18)
(19)
!the chemical potential of any component or species can be written as
the sun of the two terns corresponcllng to equationag); p= ynOn + pel.
Chernical potential of polymer eonponent.
      Ihe chendcal potential of poLyrTer comp(ment,}b, ean be written
tn terms of the constituting icnic speci.es, . '
      Pp=]lp-<i>+ `i' JII' .
7he twe terms of the chemieal potentiaZ ot po]"rion ean be written
expUcitly as tolloms.
      ppe2\> = s-.i+. nv in n,
                   '
      ])S-<i> = PB -`i'}{} "<i'R[I? ln Ke + (RT,>[<i>in(<i>/p)
                      + (P -- <i>) in(P-<i>)/P] . PbCO-ei.
Here P denotes the ntmber of dissociable sites per po]yrrer molecule
and Ko denotes the intrtnsie dissociation constant for the site. 7he
                           'staridar(a chendcal potential of the fuL]y protonated species, }18, is
independent of <i> but )IB.p<i> is noP so. '
                                          con
      1"or ordinaily polyelectrolytes the term }lp-<i>is essentialty zero.
However, if two or rrpre conformations are present in the solution,
then the term )lpCO-ei> rmst be added.
      At this stagp we briefly c(msider the ease that two conformations
a and b are present in the solution. tet fa be the imction of the a-
conibmation, that is, fan p is the nurriber ot the po]"nner tn che a-
eontormation. CEhe avaragp quantities in the solutien can be written
ap. foZlows.
1. JbnO-ei> .za fa ]ln)O..n<i>a+ fb ppn.Fl! i>b
                           -- (5Z )"
(20)
(21)
(22)
(23)
and
     <i> = fa<i>a+ fb <i >b ' (24)
                                                                        'Where <i>a and <i>b represent the nurrber of ienined sites per potymer
moZecule in each eonformaticm.
     The nar)--electrostatic part of the chernieal potential of potyion in
each eanformation is given by eqs.(21) and (22), if we replace rlp bY'fa;lp
or fbr\) and <i> by <i>a or <i>b and omit the tenn Son. Substituting
these e)rpressions into' eq.(23> we 6btain; ,•
                                                                i
     fpn-epi.= R[D(fa infa+ fb infb)+ R7] tn np + faig(a) + fbsO(b)
                                      '
              - <i')pufi '- R[P[fa`i>aln Koa + fb<i>b tr1 Kob]
             + R[P [ fad'a in(`i'a/P) + fa(P-`i'a)tn(Pv`i'a)IP'
             + fb<i>b Ln(<i>b/P) + fb,(P--<i>b)ln (P-<i>b)11?] (2s)
[[he term, fa}l8(a" fbpB(b), repre$ents the standard dhenical potential of
the fully prctanated species when two conformatiens coexist in the sane
ratio as in the actual solution. Since }IB(a) dlflPers 1ftrom }S(b), the tenn,
fa"B(a) + fbpS(b), iS a IPuriction of <i> and thus inadequste for the standard
cherTrtcal potential of the fuLty protonated speedes. ]instead we define ig
as fg]S(a) + f:bPp8(b), where fg. and fbO denote the fraCtiCM Of eadhwfiectn)f2IltYEI.tio`iut
            cont[hen we gpt ]ip.-.i.from equaticns (22) and (25).
   }ijC,-9ei. = (fa-f9a)JS(a) + (fb-ag)pB(b) + R!V(Åíalri fa " fb]n fb)
           R[V[ fa`i>atn(`i'a/<i') + fb`i>btn(`i'bl<i')
                                                                      '
           ta(P-`i'a)in(P-`i'a)/(P-`i') + fb(P-`i'b)tn(P-d'b)/(P-`i')] (26)
[[he tenn, RT<i•>•tri Ko, in eq.(22) should be regarded aS RT(fa<i>aln Koa
+ fb<i>bin Kob) when eanformationat equi Librdum is present.
                             --(52)..
Ecluation for potenti6metric titration,
    Zt is easily shown that the equation (17) reduces to the following
relation.
     (app-<i.la<i>)np,ns,hw +IAH =o , (27)
Replacing the vax'iable <i> by }aH we Qbtain,.
     ( aPp--<i>/ a"IH)np,ns,nw +AAH(a`i'leJ2H)rlp,ns,nw " O (28)
Coiribining the equations (20) anq<28) yields, '
     (ePp/a}IH)r\,,ns,n. = `i' , (29)
Ec uation (27) or (29) is an equation for potentiometric titration.
substituting the expUcit eXPr'eSSiOn fOr Pfi-<i> given in eq.(22) int
eq.(27), the famiUar expression results.
 ' 'pH = pKo + iog (ali-et) + (o.434i'R[v)[ (ap8-i.iKa<i>) + (aJiC,.OinIli.la<i>)] (3o)
Here diEs the degree of ionization and is gtven by <i>A?.
binen this equatien is compared wtth the equation (3) introduced in section
                                      el3, thermo(itsrnanrtc meaning of the quantity G
                                       is ci arly understood.
If conformational equiiibrium is present in the solution Gel must
contain the non-electrostatic contributions as elearly exhibited in'
eq•(30).
    It should be noted that contotrnational equllibrtum derr}ands the
equa] tty ef the chenical potentials of the po]"rrrrer cemponent in two
conformations. [[his eondition is written as follows.
    )lp(a)" )lp(b) " )lp-<i>. "' 5-<i>b + ( `i'a - d'b) )AH = O <31)
![hus it is clear, that the chernie' al potentiaZs of pomer ion in
different eonformations are not equai miess their degrees or iontzation
are the same.
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Phase separation.
     Next we ecmsider the system under the phase equtUbrtLun between
solution and precipitates. IJet us denote the quantities concerning
the precipitates by smperscript gppt". by the termi "precipitates" we
imply that soivent corrponent can be negligtble in the precipitate
phase. Moreover we assme that the precipitates contain no salt
component. Crhe preeipitates treated here are thus two component
system cantatning polymer and a]kaM corrponents. ]in this case
chendcaL potentiats of the precipitates are deterrdned by single
variable, such as <i>PPt. For the soiution phase, the state is unique]"r
detennined by np,na,ns, and nw. Since total nurrioer of the po]ymer
'ana the alkali components, n8 and ng, as well as ns and rzw are
gtven quantities, we ean speeiiy,Phe state of the whole system if
two additional pa27ameters, <i>PPt 'and np, are known. These two quanities
are determined f)?om the condition for phase equiMbrium,
[[hese relations are;
    )"p)Pt(<s>PPt) = pb( np,ns,nw, <i>)
    )iaPPt(<i>PPt) = pa( np,ns,nw, <i>)
Mfferentiation of eq.(32) ntth respect to }lfI gtves,
     (apl]Pt/apH)eq = <i> + (eypianp)ns,nw,Jli(anpia)iti)ns,nw,eq
where the sufrtx 'eqt represents the differentiation under the phase
equllibrium.Another condition, eq.(33), oan be eonver,ted into the
foUowing relations if we ulilize' the reasonable apprcximations that
(apala)bu). = (a}aP.Pt/ayllPt ) u ".
,''
}IEi=jlllPt and p+ = iap.pt
                       '
                               '
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(32)
(33)
(34)
(35)
i"or the precipitate phase an expression analoepus to equation (27) holds,
         (dptp-,i,ppt!d<i>PPt) + lllPt .o
From equations (34),(35), and (36) we obtain,
         <i>PPt = <i> + (opp/anp)ns,nw,"iH (anp/e}IH)ns,nw,eq
This is a iNAridamentaL relation for the system under phase separation.
ghis eqation gtves a relation between the degrees ef ionization of
precipitates and solution.
     Since we are interested in the state of phase separ,ation, the term
                                                           '(anplaPH)ns,nw,eq Should be different frDm zero. ThereÅíore <i>PPt should
differ from <i> uniess the term (aptplanp)ns,nw,]3H is zerc. i"Or the
particular case that (app/anp)ns,nw,llH m O is satisÅíied, the degrees of
ionizaticm ot the precipitates and solution beeome identScal to the
averegp degree of ionization of the whole system, orS.
     ctppt . <i>ppt/p . <1>/p = ct = aS
Here ctS is defined as follows.
     nt aS = (nt -n)"Pt +n ct
      pp                   ppUsing equation (38) we revwnite equation (37) in the following forrn.
     ts npt ( <i>P - <i>PPt) = (e]lpZain np>ns,nw,)IH (anplaPH)ns,nw,eq
[[he left--hand side of this equation is a function of pH on]Jx. Zf the
t.ertrn (a}\)laln np)ns,nw,pH can be written in the form N(np)M(pH), then
this differentiaL equation can be solved and n p is obtaAned as a function
of pH, Fer exanpie, when the term (allplanp)ns,nw,)IH can be written aS
     , equation (39) reduces to the ib11owing equation, whiCh isrm/n
   p
                                              74identical to that derived by Shatkay and MchaeU.
     npt (<i>S - <i?PPt) e (anplapH)ns,hw,eq Q.434
                                     '
                '
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(36)
(37)
(38)
(39)
<"o)
Effect of precipitaticn cn the titration behavior.
     Xn the case of potentiometric titration with separati(m of phases,
we rreasure the pH of the solution phase as a function of ctS rather than
of ct. [[he pH of the soZutian phase is deterndned by eq.(27), so eq.(30)
stiil ho)ds for the solution phase. We ccnsider the change of the titration
curve expressed in the type of the piot; pK= pH - log(ctS/1-ctS) vs.orS.
We ccnsider the hypothetical statxe of the systern whiCh night be bbtained
if phase separatian were not present. [[he degree of ionization of this
hypotheticai solutian wouid be ctS, and pH wouLd be)etven as pH(npt,ctS).
For the actual solutian, which is ' under the phase equlUbrdum with
pre cipi tates , the de gre ci(of icmi zati an , ct , is in gle ne ral , di ffe rent frDm
             'ctS'
 and the nuni)er of the po]yrrer in the solution,r\), is always diffierent
frOm nt.
      p
     [[he dLfference of pK between two states at a given orS, whidh is
desigpated as J, rnay afford a quantitative measure for the effeet of
the preedpitation onEitraticut behavior.
     J = ph(np,ns,nw,ct)-}IH(npt,ns,nw,ctS) (41)
                                             bQIf J is 2pro the effect of precipitation will notA6bser'ved and viee versa.
It is neeessary, therefore, to exandne the var{tous eases in a systematic
manner and to find under what conditions J beeomes nero or not.
                                         '(A) (ayb/erlp)n,,n.,JaH 7` O
                                     s
     [[his condition is equlvalent to ctYct . Of course this conelusion is
                                                              'not true if eq.(35) beeomes inaoequate. '
a) (BiAH/anp). = o or (ect/enp)JIH , " O
                             '
                  /t
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In this case pH becorres independent ' of np and J = pH(a) •- JaH(ctS).
Since pH is a single-valued function of ct, J is always different from zero.
(2) (aPH/anp).,ns,n. 7i O or (act/Bnp)pH,n.,n. 7f O, and pH(np,ct) 7t 14}l(npt•t aS).
In this case, J is obviousty not nero.
(3) (a]iH/3np)ct,ns,nw 1 O or (eor/enp)}aH,ns,nw 7t O, and iaH(np,a) = pH(npt,aS).
In this case, J is obviomsty nero. "
    Xt is necessary, however, to examine the requtrement irrposed on the
thermodynarnic properties of the system in arder tosatisfy the relation'
Pti(np,a) = PH(n5,ctS). [[his equation can be transfomed into the following
equation.
Here S;n-'ie/'ei`nile/gar•nPat)iPidn' dl']g rrllde`iat' 8gris`lillSlt' Nt,. substituting eq.(2g) into (42)
the left-hand side of eq.(42) we gpt
    <fiYiMP(pa2pp/a)itianp)dnp = <i>-<i>s (43)
an integratian of the left--hand side and rewrdting the right-hand side in
te]MS (gpf p/eqt"fi3).8p)x:'l,.Op6tai"'(app/epH).pl3ti,.pt -..- I}EtiiiS-IIE" (<i>S - `i'PPt) ("4)
W)us we have arrived at the canelusiari that effect of precipitation
disappears when the chendcal potential of the potyrrer cerrponent in the
solution phase satisfies the eq.(44).
                              '
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(B) (applanp)ns,nw,ili " O
    7his candition is equlvaLent to ct = orS.
    (i) (aJl}y'anp)ct,ns,nw n O or (aOofanp)llH,ns,nw " O
    Xn this case uH becornes independent of np, and J is nero.
                      S O or <act/ an )
    (2) (e"ITrienp)a,ns,nw p )aH,ns,nw SO
    Zri this case pH(np,a) should' differ frprn ;it{(npt,ctS), so J is not zero.
        It is pertinent to point out the necessary consequenee of the
    COnditiOn (a)\)/anp)ns,nw,pH = O. [[his condition implies that'Po]"rmers
    iri the soiution phase fonn a complex which is)eomposed of suiTticient
    number of polymers and thus its chenical potential is Sndependent
    of polymer eQncentration.
Smm of the present ana]"rsis is gtven in Tal)le V[I.
Itpplication of the present results,
(1) Iior ordiriary pol"relectrolytes, it has been established that
titration behaviors are independent of po]"rmer concentration if saXt
concentration is not sma11er than that of eounter ions origtnating
frpm a]kaLi. [[herefore the condition (apH!anp)or,ns,nw = O iS alWaYS
satisfied. Since the condition (a)lplanp)ns,nw,pH S O is an ordiJiai7Y
one, we see at once that rnost polyelectrclytes fall into the ciass
A-1. 7herefore we amved at the position to exp]ain why the effeet
of preeipitation is so cormpnty observed.
It should be noted here that the system involving the helix-coil
transition aLso fl ls into the class A-1. For, it has been shcwn that
                                      '
                        'helix-coil transition is independent of poLcymer concentration, which
is a naturaX consequence of the faet that intmmleeuLar interaetion
                                 ,
                                                 'piays an essential rele in the transition.
                           -•(58)-
          [ttable vzl
Effect of precipitation on potentÅ}ometric titration.
(alv'enp)ct,ns,nti=O'or(aczttan)=o.ppH,ns,nw
Ekl.(44)isnotsatisfied. E]q.(44)issatisfied.
(a}bla"p)n,,n.,p}rtO
[ots.s]
JSO(A--1) JSO(A-•2) J=O(A-3)
(a[J.\' lla".P,)llsGg"sgellHF'O
J=O(B•-1) JSO(B--2)
 (2) Zf observed titration behavior in the present polymer canSe
 regar<ited as th/at corresponding to the case J=O, then present system
 faLls into the class oÅí either A--3 or B--1. Since B-coil transition
 of the present potymer depends on po]ymer concentration, the teirm
 (ePp/Bnp.)nstnw,pH may be considered to diffgr :rrom zero. However,
 a possibility also present that the terrn beeomDs essentiaily merc
 for the potymer concentration rangp higher than a certaixi value.
 dn the other hand, the term (Oy}I/enp)ct,ns,nw is different froM Zeil.O
 for the soiution in which confomationaL equilibrium is present
 between B-structure and rar}dorn eoil, whereas this term becomes zero
 Åíor the solution in which either cQnfomation is predorrrinant.
 So if che precipitation takes place at the stagp that the transition
 to B--structure is eonsiderably cerrpleted, then the systern falis into
 the class B-1. Conversely, if the precipitation occms under the
 state in which cGnfo]mational equilibrium can not be neglected, then
                                 'to
 the system is considered to belong                               th  ciass A--3.
                                 A
         '
i [[he results of the present anatysis ean not be utilined for the
 preserit system, since an explieit expressicm for che cherrri.cal potential
 of the po]ymer corrpanent in solution has not been 'derived. For ttiis
purpose, it is necessary to trieat the problern tn statistieal meehanieal
way interms of a proper model for B-structure in solUtion.
     IIowever the present analysis is inforrnative in some respects. For
example, it can be caneluded f)7om the p]resent anatysis that association
equtZibriurn of polymer nmst be present in soluticut phase if preedpitatian
camses no observabie effect on potentiometnlc titration.
                         '
                              -(59)-
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